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BIB ^ - i 
' l i f e ' , saj^o Ur.Ii iniae, • . . i n p l i e s a constaat i a t e r -
ac t ion between organisn . nd environment. ' When we speak of 
the change brought about by divorce or a death in the family 
or a job traixsfer or even a hol iday, we are t a l k i n g about a 
l i i aoor l i -e event , yel;, as everyone knows, l i f e cons is t s of t i ny 
events B.^^ WQ-LI, a const-nt stream of them flowing in to and 
out of our ex-^eriencc. A-iy maior l i f e change ic uajor onr.y 
because i t forces us to laake uany l i t ..le chaxiges as well , and 
these in t u rn , consis t of s t i l l s u a l l e r and smaller chaiiges. 
2o grapple with' the meaning of l i f e in the acce l e r a t i f e 
soc ie ty , we need to see irhat happens at the l e v e l of these 
minute, 'micro changes' as we l l . 
'what happens when something in our environment i s 
a l t e r e d ? All oi us are constaiit ly bathed in a shower of 
s igna ls f_^ oi-i our environ, xn t - v i a i a l , audit cry ,tac1fic3^ e t c , 
ilost of these coae i n routine,J-"e'^etitive pat tern&. -'Ilhen 
siamcthing changes witMn the r vige of our senses the pa t te rn 
of s-u^prials pouring through our sensorv channels in to our 
nervous syctem i s modified. I'he routrne r e p e t i t i v e TDat.ernc 
a r e in te r rup ted and t o t h i s i n t e r r u p t i o n we respond in a p a r t i -
cular acute fashion . .*' 
.- . ' 1 .11 L 1 1 II •• h ' - V 
^ 2f°?f?^ I l i n t l e , "StSsiss of Human Eoolorv In RSI ,+TO„ t^ 
Health and i^ohavlo.f". Blo-3clenoe, i S g s f i f l s f ^ ^ t ^ l l f a o . 
b ign i J i ca i i t ly , when some new cat of s t imu l i h i t s " u s , "both 
hodjT- and b ra in know almost inctant-ly t ha t they are new, - She 
cha''£;e i^y '^^ I'lo 'i'^ore 'than a f l a sh of colouje seen okt asks&cly— 
I t laay be tha t a loved one brushing us tende3?ly with 'the finger 
ti-DS mouentarily h e s i t a t e s . Vihatever the change, an enormoufe 
amount of h y c i c a l machiner7 comeG in to -^^  ^.lay. 
' lamd , c i e n t l - c and technologica l development io a feature 
of the precen. as"e, J^id s t imulated by t h i s , people are changing 
t h e i r ideac about the way we :jh-.iild l i v e and about the whole 
s o c i a l orgraiirjatioii. \vhen as t ronauts have rocked to the moon; 
when dwel l in j oai be -prefabricated in f a c t o r i e s , wheii nuclear 
pow*er i s used for ships and e l e c t r i c i t y generat ing s t a t i o n s , 
and ichen black and wlrLto !IfV technology i s f a s t becoming obsolete,, 
a cha.i:';c--over t o colour- today, tomorrov7 or l a t e r - i s i r r e s i s -
« 
tible. Q-overniaent;- is looLing for a good opportmnity to go in 
for coiou].' 'j^ eicvision in In ia. 
Jolo ':: I'olevision will be a novelty to the Indian masses 
and the i-^ resen: study is coiicern-d with the responses of pccile 
to thic cl'.ango in the environiient. '..e have to see how they V7ill 
react towardr.. this novelty when G-overnment will swtichover to 
colour transiaisr ion. V.e have trJ:.en-up the problem to measure 
the reaction and readiness of people towards this innovation 
in order to forecast, anproxiiii-tely, that what will be the 
m&cket potential for colour television, what will be t,he pattern 
of response, from which income group or social strata, the people 
(ii) 
w i l l purchase colour t e l e v i s i n n and so on, 
The present s t ud j has been divided in to i'ive r u ^ i g § ^ namelj'-. 
In t roduc t ion , Diffusion' of Innovation, Assesment of fV t o t e n t i a l 
in Ind ia , Research Design and Analysis and tlypotheses t e s t i n g . 
'Hhe in t roduc t ion of the study deals in colo-ur teclmology, 
Indian E lec t ron ic Indus t ry , TV i n India and the prcbleoiis faced 
"oy TV Industrjr i n Ind ia and f i n a l l y i t hif ' l i l ights the controver-
sy over the inta?oduction of colour t e l e v i s i o n in I n d i a . 
The scjcond cms-pter, Diffusion-of Innovation, deals i n to the 
pa t t e rn of the new product to he difftised through the soc ie ty . 
I t d iscusses the innoVation-decision processcL which s t a t e tha t 
for the acceptance of a new product an ' i nd iv idua l go tiirough 
var ious s tages and i t doesnot occure a tonce . I t ' a lso higiilightD 
the consuriier c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , product charact63.^1 s t i e s and soc ia l 
and coiiuunication va r i ab l e s associa ted with innovativenesG. 
The t h i r d cha;oter, Assesment of TV potent ia l , in Ind ia , prcseir 
a pictix?e of the present blacl: and idi:ite TV i n I n d i a . I t brings 
in to l i gh t the conciitions of Doordarshan Centre as' ve i l as 
The prer::ent q^^ality of. TV mogr'Kuaes and t r i e s to iiaimtrdn tha t 
how the marl-et can be fu l ly exploi ted for the blacl: and write 
TV as well as how the p o t e n t i a l for the colour t e l e v i s i o n can 
be increased . 
• The four th chapter . Research design discusses the ob^ecxives: 
l a i d down and the hjrpotheseG constructed for -the study. I t also 
( i i i ) 
dealc vi tL the research procedure to he adopted t o reaah uhc 
oh jec t ivc r . 
'Jhe i ' i i ' th cind the x i n a l cha-ite..-, Analy£-ic and Hypotheses 
'.:esi:irj.ij, ''oj --al:inc xv.e of the d-ita, co l l ec ted through survey, 
trie,o to -^-^odiot the ..larhet pot- i i t i a l xor colour t r i e v i o i o n 
and ••-•0 on. I t aluo t e s t s ^hc hy otheses conc-:::ucted tlicc to 
what e:;Un-c they a-'C unto the uaa:!:. i'or the puj?por'^  o.. cross-
ercr.al a t i c i t tisos the Hi ' -Jor ical iaialOc,^ ;y Approach while to 
fijid out fhc decree o£ c o r r e l a t i o n betweoi- the data col lec ted 
through J : i . ay-)roach and throujh aarhet ourvcy i : laahec use 
of jvaj:l Pearcou'G Oorrelat ion Ooef i ic icn t . 
^^rodit Jor guidaiice i s owed t o ic:.Ka^eem iiOhro-iaad hhan, 
which ic no laere gesture "but a very great^ji'ua e:c-'oression. 
hUiiierous coniments and cugg^oticns contr ihutcd 051^  hira have "been 
inc'.?: •.ro.t d, wherevc"- ara ".'h never Dossible and have b^cn 
disse:.iiiiated a l l over the s tudy. 
I t v i l . be a remiss on my part not uentio.iing the names 
of Arif husain and Par ash Van^ja]"^, two of my best f r i e n d s . 
In fact I owe a aajor debt of g ra t i t ude t o them. The help 
reiider d by tjieiii in t ' le coni)letion of the ^rcserft work i s 
i ne f f ab l e . 
iMimAH bIDDIQUI) 
(iV) 
OHAPTiaOiili 
I 1] T .i G L b a i' I 0 II 
Almost every one has watched a stone fall int^ # |(0«j?^  
of water. Prom the initial splash concentric cHrolee move out* 
through the rest of the pool. At first the small waves reach 
only the area immediately sinrroiinding the splash, but with time 
tjae everwidening waves reach across the expanse of water into 
nearly evei-y area of the pool. 
The acceptance of a new product by large numbet of 
people is in some ways analogous to the waves caused by a 
stone dropped into the pool. A few people piirchase a product. 
OJhose around the initial purchasers then try the product, 
and eventually the acceptance of the product may diffuse through-
out the entire population . 
Today in India, colou;: television is one of those few 
future products i.e. innovation of tomorrow whic^'C^^ created 
a tremendous amount of sensation among the people. It has to 
its credit various melee within sind outside of the parliament, 
among political as well as non-political personalities of the 
country. Since one and a half year, there has never been a 
day when something or the other did not api-ear about colour 
television in various news papers pupular and business magzanies 
o£ the country, lii:.Vassuit Sathe, Union Information and Broad-
J-2-: 
casting Mniter, giving statements, some times people speaking 
in favioxir of colotir television and some times raising -T^ai^ee^-j 
against it. 
^ EVei^ince, the idea of introducing colour television in India 
i^s come into being, there has been the controversy of whether 
i6 go in for colour television or not. Though it has been 
claimed elsewhere that the introduction of colour television 
will inspire new product ideas, as it is said technology 
on'itself, and- incite new concepts in sales promotion and 
can be more effective for educational development, justification 
of high cost involved (Rs.l 5P00/-hr for colour programme against 
fi5«8000/i^ hr for Black and White) and consuiaer being in a 
position to pay high prices of colour T.Vs, (a colour T,Y. will 
cost three times higher than Black and White), are the aspects 
which have ; et to be considered, together with its higher advan-
tages in the monetary terms as well as the acomplishment of 
the objectives for which it has been primarily created. 
Here for the purpose of looking into the problem involved 
in clear perspective and ^or giving it a better shape, it will 
be of great significance to go through the history of colour 
technology, to give a cursor^ '- look to the progress of Indian 
electronic industry and to see the role of Black and White 
television in India 
S-3-: 
00LQI3R TBCMQLOGY : 
I'bdern television represents the ciamination of various 
scientific reseaxches conducted during the ,latter half of the 
nineteenth century, including Maxwells' theory of colour' 
addition which form the hasiB of colour television. While Bali.d 
gave the first demonstration of television in 1926, by electri-
cally transmitting moving pictures in half tone, these pict\ires 
were formed of only 30 lines, re-oeating approximately 10 times 
per second. I'lechanical systems however, lack sensitivity and 
attention increa,bingly turned towards the greater potential of 
electronic aethods. Zwry-kins* patent for the Iconoscope 
Camera !Dube in 19'23 was a major landmark, later he constructed 
such a tube and by 1952 The Radio Corporation of America, with 
an improved cathode ray tube for the receiver, was able to 
demonstrate all electronic television. 
By the mid 1930's electronic television was fast advancing 
in all its aspects. Important questions for settling all basic 
standards (nuabcr of lines and frames per second) before the 
introduction of puolic broadcasting services, however, were not 
fully resolved until about 1951. The US adopted a picture 
reception rate of 50 per second while inBurope it became 25 per 
second. These two standards have been perpetuated and all 
cqwnfecjlf e of the world use one or the other,^ though technical 
advances have now obviated the need for disparity. Unfortmiately, 
world standardisation has never ,been achieved which creates 
S-4-? 
complications when programmes are transmitted between coimtriefe 
using different standards. 
The rapid growth of the television broadcasting industry 
is essentially & post-war phenomena, and the number of Black 
and White receivers increase4 from approximately one million 
in 1949 to 75 laillion by 1^ '6^ 0. 
By the early 1950's technology had progressed so far, 
and television had become so widely established that the time 
was ripe to tackle in earnest the problem of creating tel-evision 
images in natural colour. Colour television was by no means a 
t 
new idea, since its attraction and possibility engaged the 
imagination of several inventors. A German patent in 1904 
contained the earliest proposal while in 1925 Zworyking, filed ^  
a patent for an all electronic colour television system using 
registered ^ s-S®"^  type colo\;ir filter screens. 
Interestingly the first practical demonstration of 
television in colour was given by Baird in 1920, However, 
gradual.i-y it began to emerge that two basic approaches were 
•possible for the practical realisation of colour television. 
3!hj& first was the fram^by-frame sequential transmission of 
signals corresponding to each of the three primary colours. 
iucsh a system suffered from being what is called non-tcompatible 
:-5-s 
namely, it siiffered from non-ability to use existing Black and 
White receivers to produce any picture which are originated 
in colour. 
The alternative apporach- practically iauch more difficult, 
recognized the advantages to he derived from a colour transmission 
system in which signals^represeing the three primary colours 
are transmitted simultaneously and which could also he compatible 
with existing Black and White transmission. Such a system would 
mean that any picture originated in colour- could still be 
rec'eivable (in Black and White), on a Black and \/hite receiver. 
Serious attention was then given by the National IJ^ levision 
System Committee(11}S0)~ in the US to the development of a fully 
comp4tible simultaneous system. Its work led to brilliant 
achievement and in 1955 a system capable of operating within,the 
current Black and \^ hite standards was accepted by -the FGO. 
±he essential of uhis system,known as the NISO system, 
have formed the basis of colour systems throughout the world. 
The basic pr:.nciple is the cosihjjjation. of two image transmission, 
one carrying information about the brightness, including the 
finest detail of the televised scene, to wh-^ ch Black a M White" 
receivers respond, the other of coarser structure, carrying 
the coloin: information. This second qomponent has no appreciable 
effect on Black and Vfliite sets, while colour receivers use a 
combination of the twp colour transimission^. 
l-«6-: 
Other countries favoia^ ed modifications of thB II 
systems. One such was devised by Bruch of the G-erman Sei^-
funken Company known as PAL (Phase alternative line), this 
comprises a small but subtle variant of the fj^Gmefhod, the 
other SBGAH (Systeme Electronique Couleur Avec Memoire), 
differs rather more radically. Both alternatives aimed at 
reducing the sensitivity of the- colour' system to certain forms 
of distortion ©.ncoxmtered in transmissions and broaclcasting. 
Countries were divided in their.preferen6es.ii1969 the 
UK. and PEG- began colour broadcasting using the PAL system while 
in the same year I'rance and the USSR also introduced colour 
adopting the SE33AM. system. The wide spread purchase of colour 
receivers began in, ,mid-sizties and today more than 55 million 
colour television sets are sold per year world wide. 
Thus, most of the world has already gone in for colour 
and Black and White technology has become obsolpte.^ And due "to 
these technological reasons the introduction of colour television 
has become necessary in India. 0\ir neighbour China switched over 
to colour in 1979 and it is estimated. thg,t approxi;aately 30fo 
of the over 5 million sets sold in China in the next few years 
would be colour sets. It is this technological adwanceuent 
and thetrend world over due to which colour•television has become 
essen-uial to be introduced in India,as |t:&a© Minister Ifc&.Indra 
G-andhi once remarked tliat it is not that whether we can afford 
• —7 —• 
coloiir t e l e v i s i o n or not but whether we can do without i t ot 
or n o t . 
The t e l e v i s i o n r ece ive r can not be viewed any longer 
as only a device for the recept ion of t e l e c a s t s . Developments 
in t e lemat ics are f a s t making i t a window to the information 
soc ie ty iio. ap - l i ca t ions l i k e 'Teletext and viewdata. i'lL^therniore 
the iiapendin^; development of the video disc recorder i.s l i k e l y 
to t i l t the balance even more towards colour , 
Thercforo, the Government i s considering the i n t r o -
duction of a GOiU'.ercial T.V.Ghanuel in coloiir, Information and 
Broadcasting i>ilnster Vasant iiathe s a i d . 
Addressing the T,Y. Programme Producers gui ld of Ind ia , 
he sa id the revenue earned through t h i s channel would be t h r i c e 
tha t of the black and white channel . I t vrould be u t i l i s e d to 
•xpand t e l e v i s i o n se rv ices in the r u r a l areas through microwave 
l inks , In India, i t i s proposed t o adopt the Phase Alternat ion 
l i n e system (PAL) when colour i s introduced in view of i t s 
compat ib i l i ty to the e x i s t i n g black and white r e c e i v e r s . 
How before going in to fu r ther d e t a i l s of colo\ir t e l e -
v i s ion l i k e the necess i ty of i t s in t roduc t ion , d i f ferent view 
1 , Commercial !]},V.likely in coloixr, Hindustan (Dimes 
Sunday the 28th D e c , 1980, 
:^8-: 
points regarding its introtiiiction, advantage^ confired 
though its introduction, government policies about its 
introduction etc., it will add to the broader base of the 
study, if we look into the goin^ of Indian Electronic Industry 
and the position of the existing black and white television 
setc in the comitry. 
ELEOT.LO..IO HTDUSO^RY IM lam A i 
The early part of 1950's witnessed the begining of the 
Blectronic industrjr in India, as a few jDrivate firms started 
Lianufacturing radio receivers. Ind still prpduces a meager 
yz Ji of the total electronic equipment as against the production 
of U.w.A., tiapan and Viestern Europe, though it has diversified 
tremendousl^r with its growing volume. 
Day by day, in the industrial economies of developed 
and developing countries, electronic is becoming pacesetter. 
Its qualitative impact is very important in improving effeciency 
ajid productivity across the entire industrial horizon and in 
providing the basic infrastructure, particu!.arly for the develo:)-
ment of micro-procesEorc, for the efficient use of resources in 
all sorte of industrial activity. 
In a broader way all electronic equipments can be categcris 
ed or ijrouped into (a) concu^  .er electronic and (b) rorof essional 
: - 9 - : 
e l ec t ron i c equipments. Ilore than '200?B i s the expected increase 
in the t o t a l e l e c t ron i c equipment production in our country 
period spec i f ied 1978-83 - , a s has shovm. in the following tables-
1Q78 1Q83 
GOKbUiMl iiLiiGTaOi.iaLi 160 560 ) ijj CHORES 
, OF Es. 
PROFESSIOi:£L ELiiGTROniOS 570 785 
TOTAL : 530 1,147 
iladio and Television receivers constitute 805^  of the 
consuiaer electronics, while professional electronics covers 
transraitters and trans receivers for various frequency brands. 
And while SOji* of the business of consumer electronic equipment, 
in profesGional electronic equipment, products of industrial 
electronics r.:'jid the rest of the part of professional electronics 
related with Defence, Communication, Broadcasting, T.V. Stations, 
Havigation aids and computers in terms of value are virtually 
in the hands of public sector. Blectronic Corporation of India, 
Instrumentation Limited,Bharat ElectT-onics, I.I.I, General 
Electronics, Hindustal Teleprinters and other such imdertakings 
constitute 
together^public sector while Televista, Beltek, Murphy, Bush, 
Philips, Weston Electronics Continental, National, J.K. Telarad, 
and others are private sector electronic industries. 
With the passage of tiae, small scale sectors role and 
contribution is becoming very important which dominates the 
:-lO-: 
consuner electronics as over 60^ of radio receivers and 80^ a of 
I'.V. receivers are inan\ifactured in small scale. The sub-
controictors role of small scale units to large scale is very 
significant. 
'The small sector electronic industry which was in its 
infancy ahout 15 years ago has displayed a treiiienuous growth in 
technology development durin.;; last decade, 
i'he remarkable pioneerii.g v;ork done in the small scale 
sector toward.: the indigenizaoion of some sophisticated electro-
nic producxc has enabled it uo e^ iter high teclmology areas like 
electronic calculators including programable calculators, 
business and invoicing/accounting aiachines, minicomputer 
micro processor based systems communication test equipments etc., 
which will ultimately lead to a substantial reduction in 
foreign exchange outflow. 
A number of enteri^reneurs including non-resident 
Indian as also qvialified engineers have taken up projects for 
manufacturin : th se highly sophisticated- import substitution 
product in the recent entirely on indigenous technology 
innovation. 
A land mark in consumer electronic was reached when a 
—' 
small sector unit successfully developed a colour i'.V. receiver 
set in tune with the latest technology. Infact, some of the 
•-11 -• 
existing T.Y. imits in small sector are technologically 
equipped to take up the production of colour 2,V. sets as 
soon as the government takes a decision in regard to establish-
ment of colour transmission in the country. 
'fhe small scale sector iinits are also successfully produc* 
ing critical parts such as T.¥. deflection components tuners etc. 
to cater to the needS' of the entire industry, together with the 
production of T.Y. sets and Radio. 
inother spectacular performance of the small sector in 
high technology areas of consumer electronic industry is in 
establishing a :^©irLating gudget like video cassette recorder 
which could record T.V, programmes and i^ lay them through 11,1, 
set at the viewer's conveniences. The production of video ca-
ssette recorder being purely an assembly based operation, the 
Government has decide to encourage this industry by and large 
in the small scale sector. As a result some small scale units 
have been able to develop and market this product successfully. 
5}his equipment is expected to provide a powerful media of mass 
comiiiunieation and also be instrtimental in the g-rowth of colour 
'r.V. monitors in the year to come. 
• The electronic industry premisses very high potential 
for capturing a significant amoxint of foreign currency by 
supplying its porducts to the Vfest Asian and other developing 
countries of the world. 
:-12-: 
•rhoucii I'or real growth of electronic industry, components 
play a vit.'j,l role, yet the coiaponent industry has not expanded 
as fast as the equipment industry because 
Ci) Coaponent industry is investuent intensive 
(ii) It is power intensive 
(iii) It requires a higher degree of teclmology 
(iv) Capital output ratio is poorer as compared to that of 
equip..lent 
(v; Gos-i^  escalate rapid.Ly vith decrease in the voluiie of 
production 
(vi) Jjach of Auto-iiatijn 
(vii) Rapid rate of ahsolescence 
iviii) Heavy investment in capital R c: D efforts. Prohibitive 
burdens of custou-duty, exciseduty, salec tax and octroi 
due to present fiscal and financial policies of the 
Central and btate C-overnmont, 
i'hoiigh, the progress, vrhich electronic industry!- has shOTn 
over "She past years, is appreciable and encouraging yet it can be 
turned into one of the sparkling industries in India, if more 
positive efforts will be made. The review made by Sodhi 
Committee concludes that certain fiscal incentives like higher 
depriciation on equipment for electronic eq^ lipment and elimi-
nation of import duties on capital goods and raw materials for 
this industry con have considerable bearing on its grovrth. It 
has called for liberalising induction of foreign technology 
in the component fields and has also emphasized simplification 
of procedures and departure from the present regulatory to 
promotional approach. 
how in order to proceed towards the ultimate goal i.e. 
colour i'.V.jit is necessarj'- to take a look at the position of 
the existing hlack and white T.V. 
gl!.L£¥I>jIOh II: XLJDIA : 
The ownership of T.V, receivers in India is lowest in 
the world i.e. only 1.1 set/1000 of population as against 7 sets/ 
1000 in Pakistan, 25 sets/1000 in Bangaladesh and . the number in 
v/estern Europe and America runs in h\mdred of sets per thousand 
of pupulation. iiich efforts were put in the last decade lo 
boost up the popularity of T.V, in the Indian laasses. The lower 
per capita income and the high rate of inflaction has nullified 
any increase in the incomes uue to subsequent reduction in the 
T^ urchasing power of rupee, thereby, reducing chances of increase 
in Gavings which could nave been used for the purchases of 
ImcTArio^ as iteiis like that of television. Though half of the 
Indian pO; -alation lives below or very near /to the poverty line, 
yet \;he potential raarket for T.Vs in India is .juch bigger thai. 
..hat of G-reat iiritain, G-emany, i'rance or any other l/estern 
or iiastcrn European coujitr:,'- except U.L...ii,ji. A working grii-oup 
recently set up by the &overnLient oS color television had 
: - 1 4 - : 
estimated t h a t the de.iand I'or Black and V/>iite t e l e v i s i o n 
rece ive r woxild incresise to twenty la,khs by 1990. 
t e l e v i s i o n was f i r s t introduced in India at Delhi in 
1959 on the bas i s of an experimental t ransmiss ion . By I965 
i t had grov;n in to a regular T.V. i iervice, 2hoU:2;h the next 
centre did not come up t i l l 1972 (at Bombay), the idea; has 
oeen cast in I969 when the Government entered an agree-aent with 
the hat ioi-al Aeronautics and Space AdminiGtration (hAbA) of 
U.ii.A. for a S a t e l l i t e I n s t ruc t i a j a l l e l ev i s i on Experiment 
(SMB) from I s t August, 1975 to 31st Jy ly , 1976, which in a l l 
covered 2,400 v i l ages of s ix s t a t e s . After 1972 many t a r r e s t r i a l 
I'.V. cent res came up r a p i d l y . At present the re ex is t 10 
programme production centres in the major i-ietropolitan c i t i e s 
and some of the Sta te c a p i t a l s , while there i s a t o t a l of 18 
t r a n s m i t t e r s inc luding r e l a y s . I t i s proposed durin^-^ the s ix th 
plan period to se t up new s t a t i o n s at Bangalore, Ahmedabad and 
Trivendrum toge ther with 9 r e l ay c e n t r e s . In addi t ion programme 
production centres would be es tab l i shed at Saipur , Iluzaffarpur, 
and G-ulbarga as a part of the SHE Continuity Programmes. 
The t o t a l t e l e v i s i o n coverage from the ex i s t i ng Door-
darshan Centres i s approximately 6 percent of the area of the 
country and 15 percent of the populat ion. After the completion 
of Sixth ij.an schemos the population coverage would go upto 
28 percent while the areas coverage would increase to 13 per 
: - 1 5 - : 
c e n t . The exlstlnr; p o p u l a t i o n of t e l e v i s i o n s e t s i n the 
Gomitry i s about one i a i l l i o „ and t h e p r e s e n t demcaid I'or blacl : 
and v l i i t t r e c e i v e r s i s a p p r o x i a a t e l y t i i r ee lal ihs per y e a r . 
'j}he f a c t t o be no ted however, i s t h a t more t han h a l f of t h e 
rece ive :?s were i n Delhi and Bombay only and i n a l l 85?^ 
of t h e t o t a l r e c e i v e r s were c o n c e n t r a t e d around 3oiabay/Poona, 
Dell i i , oul lvn.der / i -uar i tsar and C a l c u t t a as has shown in the t a b l e 
£jiven below. 
Atiahra x'radesii 
j a i h a r 
Delhi 
Grujrat 
ILarnat al:a 
i^adhya Pradet^h 
i i a . i a rasa t r a 
Lor t : : 'uester.'n J i r o l e 
OrisLa 
iiaja;^than 
^ u i i l Iladu 
U t t a r t r a d e s h 
l.'est Ijen^al 
i'.V.Ox,i.'iiiJi 
Hydcraoad 
iiuaaffarpior 
D e l h i 
P i J 
urinac^3: 
viulbarja 
A&IIJVU: 
j jonbay ) 
Poena ) 
c iul lendar 
ALiritsar 
ua. i i i j . . . - puj:^ 
oa ipu r 
IJadras 
luclmow 
Kanpur 
iMssor iee 
Ga3.cutta 
) 
] 
] 
) 
ho. 
2 , 
2 
1 
OF HiCjilVLIi!:^ 
9 , 0 0 0 
i , e j l i £ ; i b l e 
50, 000 
5,100 
2,800 
1,100 
2,500 
,91 ,000 
,16 ,000 
. . eg j . i^- ib le 
1,500 
44 ,900 
99,000 
61.000 
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So far as tli'e revenues obtained fron the conraercial 
advertising tloroush T.V. is concerned it has increat^ed manifc 
In 1976 ad. revenue was equal to 0.09 crores in 1976-77 it 
was 0.077 crores, in 1977-78 it was 2.21 crores in 1978-79 
it was 4.97 crores and 1979-80 it is estimated to yield re-
venue equal to 6.0 crores against the last year annual 
;e2:penditure of P:3.1 .40 crores on T.V. programmes. 
FROBIBm OF T.V. IHSUSTEY IM INDIA : 
All the same T.V. Industry in India is facing certain 
problems. The high cost of T.V. receivers has been a matter of 
concern. A 20 inch T.V, receiver is available in V/estern 
countries at $ 90. The cost of the components in a set will be 
of the order of US $ 60, including the cost of the picture 
tube. Balance of Ub $ 30 crores assembly, testing, marketing, 
financial and profit. V/hile for these operations the cost in 
India is Ks, 455/- inspite of so called cheap Indian labour. 
A cost Comparison of components available to the T.V. industry 
in India against what T.V. manufactvirers in the Western 
countries are able to obtain are given in the following table: 
ITBlvJS WESTERE RLIQB L^DIAJi DIggBRENOB 
PRIQE 
P i c t u r e Tube $ 18.00 (Es.162.00) Rs. 405 .00 Hs. 245.00 
Turner $ 4 . 0 0 (Rs. 36 .00) fs. 125.00 Rs. 89.00 
Cabinet S 5.00 (Rs. 45 .00) Rs. 125.00 Rs. 80.00 
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I^El-iS WE i^TBRII KlIQE Ii.nEAl? DIi;'.g'EEEHGL 
PRICE 
D e f l e c t i o n componejts $ 5 . 5 0 (Rs. 5 1 . 5 0 ) Rs. 1 0 0 . 0 0 Ss. 6 8 . 5 0 
b e n i componen t s S 6 . 0 0 (Rs. 5 4 . 0 0 ) Rs. 2 5 0 . 0 0 '^. 196 .00 
P a s s i v e coraponents $; 2 0 . 0 0 (Rs. 1 3 0 . 0 0 ) Rs. 1 8 0 . 0 0 Rs. 
O t h e r coiapoiients $ 8 . 0 0 (Rs. 7 2 . 0 0 ) Rs. 1 0 0 . 0 0 PJ3. 2 8 . 0 0 
$ 6 4 . 5 0 (ci.. t )80 .50) R3.1,.285.00 Rs. 7 0 4 . 0 0 
Assuming US $ = RS. 9 / -
bOUHOfc : E-iPOES OP WO^aaiiG- GiiOUP OiJ 00L0L.R ^ . Y . 
l-;0JL; A c c e s s o r i e s l i k e Aiite.mia and i n s t a l l a t i o n c o s t 
e x t r a = Rs. 2 0 0 / - , i n I n d i a . 
I n t h e Game way o t h e r ooii'iponeirits a r e e x p e n s i v e i n I n d i a , 
Kuch a s •v/oodencaoe c o s t s Es. 1 2 5 / - a s a g a i n s t i t s countcrpa::?t 
f o r o n l y $ 5 i n w e s t e r n C o m t r i e s . t h e r e f o r e , i t woiild n o t be 
a p p r o ^ p r i a t e t o s i n g l e o u t t h e p i c t u r e t u b e a s t h e main c u l p r i t 
l e a d i n g t o t h e h i g h c o s t s t r u c t u r e of t h e e l e c t r o n i c component 
i n d u s t r y i n g e n e r a l f o r t h e a n s w e r . 
I'he s c a l e of p r o d u c t i o n , d e g r e e of a u t o m a t i o n , c o s t of 
^ incu^ t r ; raw m a t e r i a l s ( i n I n d i a i n p u t s a r e ( ^ i ^ j e c t e d t o - v e r y 
h i g h cus toms d u t y ) , e f f e c i e n c y and t e c l i n o l o g y t o g e t h e r d e t e r m i n e 
t h e c o s t of c o m p o n e n t s . Though vrages may be c o m p a r a t i v e l y l o w e r 
i n Indi-a t h a n i n bhe West , t h e i n d u s t r y i n I n d i a ^ p l a g u e d 
w i t h l o w e r p r o d u c t i v i t y , l a b o u r u n r e s t and power s h o r t a g e . 
These f a c t o r s p u s h vip t h e c o s t e n o r m o u s l y . 
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It would be poscible a moiilded cabinet in India, 
provided all the roanufacturers joint together as a conEorti"um 
and set up necessary facilities. Companies, more experience 
in the field, lilie Philips, should be asked to produce cabinets. 
If ve tic^ - to the vooden cabinets, we may be protecting sr.iall 
&cale industry which manufacture these wooden cabinets at the 
expanse of consumers, iloreover, the electronic industry in 
general and the pictLire tube industry in pacticular needs 
protection by way of import duties and availability of inputs 
at international prices, so as to help it gro'w indigenously 
with firm footing, thereby solving some of its problems, ilore-
over, prices of the T.V, can not be brought dovm unless the scal^ 
of production for various components increases and the inpu : 
raw materials are made available at the international 
prices. 
One may argue the availability of various components 
at very high prioes in India and may suggest the import of 
such components from various countries at a very reasonable 
prices. But we offered to imporet all those components without-
deterioration of the foreign exchange reserves and the impa,ct 
it has on ohe electcnnic _:_i.iaustry in general and the component 
indus'ijry in -particular. 
'file investiient for assembly and testing are.small as 
compared to the investment required for the production of 
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electronic components. A unit to produce 20,000 sets per 
anmmi will not require a capital investment of more tiaan 
E3.20 lakhs; About '0 man hrs. are required on an average for 
assembly, testin;; raid packaging. The small scale industry-
will not be paying more than Rs. 5/- per man hr. for those 
operations, whereas perhaps the, public sector industries like 
EGIL are paying a higher rate of Rs. 5/- per man hcxir. An 
approximate suiumary of costs incurred by the small T.V, unit 
producing 20, 000 sets for production of one set is given in the 
tiable below. 
Direct Labour ( 8 man hrs) Bs. 25 
© Rs. 3/- per man hr. 
Supervision including Rs. 10 
Top management 
Electricity, water and other Rs, . 5 
expanditures 
iiiscellaniouG and contingencies Rs, 5 
Dep. 10'> on Capital investment Rs 10 
of Rs. 20 laldi • 
i'inancial charges for about Us, 60 
two months of production 
Profit 237^ of capital investment ^* ""IS 
Rs. 025 
Rs. 140 
I ' iarketing expenses ® "^0% of 
t u r n over Rs. 60 
Rs. 200 
After s a l e s BexylQ.e i n c l u d i n g r^"' 
warran ty costs''/25:i/ Rs, / 40^' 
Rs. 240 
Dea le r s Commission Es, 100 
T02AL : Es. 340 
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iiven with these lilDeral provisions, the cost of 
assembly, testin{j and narlretinc can not exceed Rs, 340/- per set. 
'Ihe T.V. manufacturers are actually making Rs. 456/- on a set 
which should be looked into, i'urther the co£.t of marketing and 
after salec service ic considerable and these can only be 
brought dovm when the production increases. 
It wij.l be seen that hi^h cost of i W . sets is related 
to various factors and these wilo. have to be fully understood 
and necessary remedial steps taken so that cheaper sets are 
liiaae availab.i.e to Ghe public, thereby including a number of 
prospecoive buycx^ s from lower incoue groups in its users. 
OOLOUH 1' .^^ . XL Il.DIA : 
However, it is interestin:; to note tha'c the cost of 
converLioix ox bhe exictinj centres to colovir as well as setting 
up new cenores in colour is not so considerable today, as the 
cosu 01 studio equipment line COIOIAT cameras and video tape-
recordejL-s ha;^  declined rapidly cue co technological developments, 
ytill, the-'colour receiver continues to be almost tliree times 
as expensive as its black and vhite counterpart and this is an 
into _ixai3ionc.l trend. In every camtry, therefore, which has 
introciuced colour the black and white sets will continue to 
eoexict with coloujr sets ior a lon^ j time to come, ^ iJlaei: m^ 
White tf^V. in view of the lorice difiei-ential and because of the 
comoatibility. /ill the came, let us discuss colour television 
in India. 
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iaien inforiaatioi. and ^f oadcacting iiiiiister, lir.Yasant 
uatiie, early thio yeax sug^ e^G-fced that India i^ ith its advanced 
technological Imowhow shoiild go in for colour T.Y., little 
did he realised that it woiad txrcn out to be one of the 
"most controversial issues of the day. The idea was welcomed 
by a section of the people, but there were many who doubted 
the wisdom of India, (3oa.oiax-.X»¥^ -4j^ «=feadia, where 5/6 million 
people live below the poverty line, spending H3.400/- crores on 
coloTjir T.V. 
IDhere were mixed reactions in political circles too. 
i^ k.bathe was accused of having a vested interest in the 
project, a charge which he hae vehemently denied. Prime 
piinister xfr.Indra Gandhi came out with the statemen that colour 
T.V. is .not a ^^ riority as yet. Though we should not lag behind 
in television technology. Research and development shoiild , 
howevery continue and the investment already made in Black and 
White T.V. should be utilised e:ctensively. 
The idea of introducing colour T.V. is not entirely 
Jlc.Sathe's. As early as 1978. i»Jr.V.C. tihukla had advocated 
conversion of black and Irhite T.V. on a "mass scale" Working 
Group on the electronic industry set up by t-he planning comraissioi 
had also favoured it. Even the Akash i^ harti Gom.a.ission 
In the "Hole of the Press in &. Developing Democratic bociety" 
advocated che introduction of ex 'erimental colour T.'V. Since 
it reproduces nature in itb true colourc. 
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Colour I.Y. is no longer a luxury, it has become a 
necessity, argues JicSathe. !*.¥. is a visual medium and in 
a country like Inaia where the masses are illiterate something 
put forth in colour will have much more impact as it is much 
mor"e attractive. 
Besides countries much smaller than India and technolo-
gically less advanced have gone in for colour. With virtually 
the whole of the overseas market having already goxie in for 
colo-ur. Black and White T.V. tecimology is fast becoming obsoMte 
and soon it will-become impossible to import 'picture tubes lor 
blaci: and -ivhite receivers. Therefore in the long vvni colour 
T.V. will be much less expensive. 
Telecoiniaunication tecimology in India is very advanced. 
And after the IHliAT is implemented, a wider audience can be 
reached through T.V. with this much know how why should India 
remain an island of Black and White, asks I'ir.Sathe. Incidentall3^ 
in the whole of the pa;G^ i£i© ocean., and the I-Iiddle last region 
Vietnam is the only other country that does not have colour T.V. 
•iiangladesh is going in for colour shortly. 
The matter, however, assumes tirgency in view of the 
Asian Games scheduled |or 1982. For lack of colour T.V. of its 
own India will be unable to supply the programmes to, the 
participating countries in the colour and will have to sell the 
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rights to televise the (xames to other coTJintries, Even at the 
last Asian Games at Bangkok, Thialand supplied colour programmes, 
i-ir.bathe points out. 
Moreover, it is becoming -increasingly difficult to 
exchange programmes with other countries as they ask for colour 
prints, adhere are also substantial export opportunities for 
Indian manufacturers as all other countries have shovna a 
jteierence for colour receivers, 
Those who oppose the idea of colour, however, hold 
,a different'view, i'ir.B.G.Verghese cites the example of l-iarie 
A'Sfcoinette who asked the people to eat cake when there was no 
bread. He" says colour television is ii'Ir.iiathe's innovative illus-
ion and thinks that the argueraent that India has no option but 
to go in for colour I.V. and black and white is fast becoming 
obsol.6te is totally fallao.ioun. 
Black and white T.V. he says, may be becoming obsolete 
in terms of import availability as manufacturers in industrial 
advanced countries have switched to dolour in response to the 
domestic demand. But India has a substantially growing Black 
and V/hite capability and comraands the teclinology. Thus not 
only can it substain the market as home but also offer other 
developing countries an opportinity that has denied them, 
Bri Juanka and Eigeria went in for colour because they 
wanted to expand their industrj/" and they took what the 
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technologically advanced nations offered them. 
That colour is more close to realit3r in an illiterate, 
developing society also does not hold true, according to 
'I'ir.Verghese. For no study any where in the world proves that 
colour helps more to imprint messages on illiterate minds. 
Moreover telling the farmers something they just can not 
do in colour is no help at all. Incidentally most of the 
queries in the question-answer session of the Krishi Ifeixshan 
programme on Delhi T.V. are not from formers hut from middle 
class people who ifan^  to ja©thods to improve their kitchen 
gardeno. ""^ 
Shouldnt' the quality of the programme he improved 
before switching over to colour ? After all were not the same 
argujuents ahout readiiiitg out of rural masses used in 1959 •when 
1\V. was initially launched? 
O?oday T.IT. caters more to a middle >class audience for 
whom it is'their only source of entertainment than to the 
rural, masses. 
Can India afford to deny its millions protected 
drinking water, cheap housing, access to health and 
and many other things that keep the Indians poor and go in for 
colour "S.Y. is another question frequently asked. 
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Besides, the cost of the colour T.V. will be beyond 
the reach of the common man, thus defeating the very purpose 
of the exercise. 
Asking for an improvement in the quality of -programmes 
before the switchovilr is Mke asking for a better DTC service 
before the Ijikg in the bus fare; is "how an economist put it. 
The two are separate issues and can not be aoined, he felt. 
That T.V. has failed to laake ^ s much impact on the 
rural masses as was intended is because the media does not 
draw people who have the right perspective, The masses for 
whom the programmes are meant are not involved in the programmes. 
But the media has made an impact by the very nature of its 
mediiim which reaches out of more people than Say the newspaper. 
The cost involved is a point to be considered. The money 
could be used for providing better facilities to the needy, 
say the critics of the colour T.V; 
But the T.V. manufacturers feel the coimtry's economy 
depends very r-iuch on its industry and the foreign exchange its 
products earn. When colour T.Y. is manufactured in India its 
potential to earn foreign exchange will be greatly enhanced, 
they feel. 
Besides 31 out of 40 members of the Asian Broadcasting 
Union, have colour T.Y. i'iany of these 5I nations are subject 
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to the same eoonomic pressures that India faces. If this has 
not affected their progress in T.V. technology, vhy should it 
affect India ? 
ibreover, ii India goes in for colour i\¥. 10 years from 
now it vill be much more expensive. So, if the country must 
switch over to aolour, the sooner the better. 
In the revised bixth Plan, the planning commission has 
allocated Rs. 400 crore for a tv;o phased prograi^ iue. The first 
phase involves conversion of che existing black and white broad-
casting s^ rstiem for transmission of prograr:ii;:es already available 
in cdloiir and provision of facilities to produce them. At the 
transmission end Delhi Dcordarshan has already conducted 
two experiments in the last six months. 
The first experiment was conducted jointly by the research 
department of the AIR and the Central Electronics Engineering 
Research Inatitute, Pilani, in January 1980 to test a colour 
receiver assembled by the Pilani institute. A low power 
transmitter was installed at the Pragati I-Iaidan, Delhi, and the 
btudio facilities were contrived with the help of West German 
gift equipment. 
The second experiment conducted in July was intended to 
cheek the adjustment capability of the existing Doordarslin 
transmitters. A half hour programme was put out by the 
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transmitters, which were alfenfi^ by the Bharat Electronics 
Ltd., Delhi. 
A similar experiment was also carried out by Doordarshan, 
Madras, recently. The TY Oentre telecast a colour cassette 
working minor adjustments in its equipment transmitters to 
see whether the present equipment could transmit colour 
also. The cassette tape was ohtainea from the Il!t, the 
experiment was successful. 
In the second phase one of the television studios 
will be equipped for transmission of studio programmes in colour, 
The rest of the transmission will continue in Black and liVliite 
vfor some time to come. A lot of the equipment will need only 
additions to be able to carry colour transmissions. Ihe micro-
wave links between Delhi, Bombay and i-iadras; Delhi, Jullunder 
and brinagar; and Delhi and Calcutta will also enable the 
transmission of colour program-ies. 
Priority will be given to centres in Delhi, Bombay, 
Calcutta and cullender, Delhi and Bombay with relay stations 
at i'iussoorie and Pune respectively, cater to a wider audience. 
Calcutta and Jullender have priority as viewers th?a5eare already 
giving oreferences to coloiir progra .:es from the neighbouring 
countries. Qradnally, all other centres will switch over to 
colour. 
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The total expenditure on the first phase of the 
programme, namely, conversion of the available black and white 
equipment to colour is estimated at Rs.22,5 crores. This 
includes the ' cost of some 5,000 colour comrnvmity sets. 
betting; up production at Raipur, Husaffarpur and 
Gulbarga, which at present have only transmission facilities, 
and for new relaying centres at Jammu, i'lurshidabad, i'ladurai, 
Ijmeri Asansol, Vijayawada, Outtack, Pamaji, Vranasi and 
Kasauli wi^ ll cost of Rs.35.58 crores. The additional cost to 
give them colour production capability will be Rs.8.75 crorea. 
The additional transmission equipment for each of the 
already existing centres will cost Es. 2 crore to Es.3.5 crore 
' and the increased cost of transmitting an hour's programme will 
be Rs, 9,500 against Es. 8000 for black and white, 
A new liJL^ centre with colour equipment can be set up 
for 6 Q?..^ ?^ :^  while a black and white one costs Rs. 5 crore. 
There is a foreign exchange component in this. For a • 
black and white station with one studio and 10 KW transmitter 
the component is Es, 25 lakh in a total cost of Rs. 231 lakh. 
For colour* this will increase to Rs.SJ lakh. This can be 
reduced to Rs. 54 lakh, when the colour equipment is indigenously 
manufact'ured. Thus the expenditure in foreign exchange on the 
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conversion of the already existing centres and other centres 
yet to come up is estimated at Es. 10.98 crorer which will be 
reduced to Es. 6.44 crorer later. 
Por the consjimer the cost of a colour T.V. receiver with a 
20 inch picture tube is estimated at Rs, 8,300 inclusive of all 
applicable duties anounting to Rs, 3, 700, The increase in the price 
is about three times the cost of a black and white 'r,V, set. 
The additional expenditiire required by an established 
manufacturer of black and white T.V. is estimated at about Rs. 4 
lakh as initially 40 per cent of "che electronic equipment in 
terms of value will have to be imported. 
The issue that has crystallised in the controversy over 
colour T.V. is not whether India should go in for it , but when 
and how much of it. Media experts differ on the priority that 
should be given to the swtichover whereas viewers are strongly 
divided over the need for colour in a poor country, 
HeriS I would like to give the contents of interviews with 
N.l.Ghowla, former Additional Director General, Doordarshan and 
with B.G-.Vergheet;, Chairman "Working Group on Autonomy for 
AIR and T-V. 
When I'fc.Ghowla was asked taat is it justified for a poor, 
developing country like India, where the basic minimum needs 
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are still to be met, to launch on a full fledged prograauae 
of conversion to colour T.V., he answered that it-is not so much 
a question of India being poor or rich as the fact that once 
we accept a technology it has to "be aarried forward. We have had 
television in this cbimtry for over two decades. The pjpoguess- has 
bteen slow even halting l^ '^t at this point of time when the micro-
wave linkage and the television transiaission tlxEOj^ h. Satellite 
is almost within oxa: reach, television technology can not afford 
to remain static. 
Ooiititries around India vrhich have gone in for colour T.V. 
do not have any better claims with regard to either technology 
or per capita incorae. Colour T.V. is unavoidable because T.V. is a 
hungry medium. It has to use a great deal of material from out-
side, including the news coverage of world events. All such 
foreign laaterial now comes in -colour and is paid for as such. 
Then there is also the question of our contributing- T»V. 
material for projection on other T.V. systems around the worldi 
This arguement farther reinforces my earlier one he said. 
Colour T.V. has to be accepted primarily because it brings out 
the real potential of the medium and has the capacity to arrest 
and sustain the viewer.'s attention much more fully and effective] 
than black and white T.V. There is obviously some misunderstanding 
here about the process of conversion of_black and white T.V. into 
colour T.V. The conversion can-not teke place in one swoop. 
It has to be phased out in stages and spread over a period. 
The working group set up the Slectronics Commissions on 
colour T.V. has estimated that it will take fine year i^ or the 
existing televisito Centres in the coimtry to be able to put out 
50 percent gf their .programmes in colour. To begin with the T.V. 
centres will acquire the capability of putting out only colour 
films, feature films and documentaries in colour, \1n1icheve3y'm^  
one looks at ic, then the arguements for a changeover to colour-
today tomorrow and later - are irrisestible- And, apart from few 
people who would want to stopBrogress and modernisation process 
in their tracks the question of such changeover is really a 
matter of detail, i'or sudh backward looking people, of-course 
the answer is easy : Colour T.V. never even though we have 
black and white systems now. But for the rest of us , the real 
question is not whether India should go in for colour T.V. or 
not but how much of it now and how much later. That's all. 
Replying to the other question.^that what are the estimates 
of costs involved in such conversion, he said according to the 
working fp?oup the estimate of the cost of converting the existing 
T.V. centres into colour is the differer»e in the cost of 
creating an indigenous colour capability at the three approved 
T.V. centres. This will be around 31 crores if this amount is 
spread over five years, it does not see.:!'like a formidable much 
less a forbidding sum. The revenue earned by docrd-ivshan 
from commercial has already touched the figiires of 6 crore per 
year. It has "been estiiaated that, once colour is introduced 
this revenue can go up to Es. 10 crores because the advertiser 
will be xeadyj- to pay a higher price for his ads in life like 
colour. 
In reply to another question that it is said that black and 
white is as versatile a medivun a colour T.Y : why iS it necessary 
thesi to convert, he said that It is difficult to say ihat black 
and white television is versatile. V^ 3:%8L$44J.*y/ in television 
comes from the manner in which the medium is employed. Ihat 
is to say, it all depends upon whether the programme is for 
information, extension or entertainment. Only if a medium is 
exploited professionally with adequate inputs and to the fullest 
technological potential then alone can it be used in a manner 
that can be described as versatile. 
He said that it seems to me, atle^st partly, the criticism 
against • (Dolour T.V. is due to the fact that the existing T.V. 
potential has not been fully - or has been imperfectly or 
inadequately explored. This is true today '.^but there are several 
reasons for it- including lack of equipment, trained personnel 
or the right kind of infrastructure in hardware as well as soft-
ware. 
It is said that the -iiit Product ion of colour T.V. in other 
countries has helped to stimulate new ideas in the planning and 
production of T.V. programms. He said that I am hoping, 
. along- vith the decision on introducing colour I'.V, what ails 
our existing T.Y. tjystem and programmes will also be examined, 
and further said what I am suggesting then, is the acceptance 
of colour S.V. over a phased period and the immediate improvemnt 
in black and vrhite programming. He said that I have been 
personally involved in televisio,n during some of its fornative 
years, and to that eistent I share the responsibility for its 
present inadequacies. I'elevision, as a system, needs to be re-
examined and considerably improved to fulfil its obligation ae a 
medium of education,informations and development as well as of 
entertainment. 
Answering to the question that even if colour T.V. is a 
necesEity what's the big hurry for the oilangerPBBChe said 
there may be no {^esct hurry to introduce colour l\'v . But, when 
additional equipment is to be manufact-ured and imported from out-
side, it stands to reason that it is more economical to import 
colour equi -uient today S-t the prevailing prices rather than at the 
much higher prices likely to be changed •tomorrow. , In this sense, 
the decision on when to convert is partly made for us elsewhere. 
Already black and white equipment is not easily available. It is 
going to be even scarcer in years to come. The cost of such equip-
ment is likely to go up while the cost of colour equipment may 
marginally come down, because of the oompeidtion in the world market 
But, again, this may not happen because the new technology will 
become even more sophisticated. 
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While on the other hand It^.B.Gr.Verghese argue t h a t India 
soxild not go i n for colour 2.V. now. I t i s a-matter of p r i o r i t i e s 
and colour T.V, i s not a p r i o r i t y as y e t . He a sks , what can colour 
do for India t ha t "black and white can not do ? Jus t because the 
Americans are doing i t , should we a l so do i t ? 
Mc.Verghese f ee l s tha t e l e c t ron i c media i s underu t i l i sed in 
In ida . Our technologica l knowhow i s qui te advanced "but i t has ncft 
be fu l ly explo i ted even for black and whi te , i-loreover, T.V. has 
not helped the r u r a l masses .as i t has intended t o . I t has been 
l imi ted t o a source of entertainment for the middle c l a s s . 
Shis , he says , i s because of the . • lack of a i n t e r e s t on the 
par t of those who are- involved inifche media. A.I.B.. and T."V". do not 
have su f f i c i en t budgets . The personnel imdergo no tgaihl-Wi; -git 
a l l . Somebody i s j \ is t picked upfrom the s t r e e t s and asked t o 
present a programrae. Twenty one years a f t e r i t s t a r t e d T.'V. has 
no news service d iv i s ion of i t s ovm, i t depends on A.I.R, for 
i t s news. 
i^ic.Verghese th inks an improvement in the qua l i ty of 
programmes and working condi t ions of Doordarshan s ta f f i s more 
important than spending crores of rupees on colour . He sa.vs 
t h a t giving the poor man colour T.V. i s l i k e l y t e l l i n g a person 
who has no food feo eat t h a t we are bui lding another Ashok h o t e l . 
He points out tha t we always speak in the name of the poor but 
somehow our po l i c i e s are always d i rec ted atbeap^tei^ the middle 
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and upper midule classes. 
When asked i f he bel ieves t h a t India should switch over to 
colo«2? some time l a t e r considering the growing demands of the 
Indusur ia l market, lir.Verhese says , he does not think tha t 
a switchover i s necessary at a l l . Th^re i s a growing market for 
black and white a t home and India can sijrvive on i t s own. 
However, India- can a l so helo other nat ions with "black and white 
technology, i'or ins tance i f Bhutan decided t o have a T'XV, net 
work f ive years from now we could provide the knowhow. 
As far as exchaiiige of .jrograaines i s concerned. Intlia can-
produce the colour programmes for foreign market. That wi l l 
a t l e a s t save the country the expense of t r ansmi t t i ng colour 
programmes. 
. r .Verghese does not deny the v a l i d i t y of the agruments 
used by the promoters of the colour T.Y. tha t i t i s more a t t r a c t i v e , 
tha t we have the technoloLjy and so on. But the onus l i e s on 
them t o prove the cost e f fec t iveness of the prqpct . If they-
can prove tha t the benef i t s tha t accrue out weigh the tremendous 
costs of colour T.V. he wi l l not oppose the project he says . 
All the Same, l e t us a lso look in to the v iewer ' s point 
of view tha t i s what they say regarding the in t roduc t ion of the 
colour t e l e v i s i o n . 
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An amused government official said that it is funny 
but the reaction to colour T.V. has been stupendous tho\igh 
largely acrimonious. The idea was just to generate a debate. 
One woiild imagine from the out-cry that has ensured that if the 
G-overnment gave the green signal today, people will be able to 
watch colours programmes tomorrow. At the very least it wi^ -l 
take till 1985. 
To the man in the street - part of the amorphous middle 
class - the concept of coloiir T.V. is remote and the. technological 
and economical arguments for or against it are quite irrelevant. 
What is exiciting to most is that they will be able to 
see Hema i^ lalini cavorting i^ colour instead of in black and 
whit e. 
The image will be more vivid in colour, the owner 
of a connaught place shop, Ifc.B.D.Hehta commented that everything 
will look better in colour. 
To the question whether buying a new set at an enhanced 
rate will be viable many expressed their feax of not being able to 
purchase a colour T.V. l"Irs. Sharma, a housewife, wistfviily said 
that I ho :e it would not be too ex-oensive, otherwise we will 
just have to stick to our black and white sets. 
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To the Urban middle class who are avid watchers of 
Chitrahar on Wednesday and the movie on simday, colour T.V. 
is an exciting possibility. Argues i-ins. Ahluwalia, a houBewife, 
the TDrice of TDctrol and cinema tickets is such that we can afford 
haraly any entertainment apart from watching I'.V. And if i^ .V, 
goes, colours, we caji have better entertaiiiment at home. 
Yet another argument for colour T.Y. by a T.V. company 
owner is that there is a large domestic market for it. $his 
when placed against the statistics does not some how ring true. 
According to one estimate, there are at present 9.2 lakh 
individual and 3,500 comiaunity T.V. setc. In a country of 
nearly 700 millions, it is not likely that very many more people 
are likely to invest in i'.V, sets. I-ic.Sathe's argiimeint that with 
IMbAT, .f.V. will be able to reach out to a large section of the 
rural comiaunity, ,and therefore we should go in for colour T.¥., 
is faulty, he said. 
If and when IliiAT is implemented that rural population can 
be reached through black and vrhite T.Y. just a» well, No survey 
or research has been carried out to prove that colour will be 
appriciably more attractice to illiterate villagers, an economist 
maintained. 
Arguing for colour television an electronics engineer said 
India is one of the few underdeveloped coxmtries which is cg^ pable 
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of providing colour T,¥. setB. 
The domestic market is small and it can not reach out to a 
foreign mai^ ket because even the backward African nations only-
watch colour ?.¥. if ¥6. made colour sets we could, capture the 
foreign market since we have the expertise. V/hat is significant 
in all this is that for a very small investment, there are likely 
to be very large retupis in this field. 
She last word came from a scientist. Eipiphasising the 
power of the mediina he said that T.l. is like atomic power 
it can be used both for good and bad. It is therefore important 
that we keep in step with the latest technological advances and 
utilise T,l, as hest as we can. To which a librarian said 
v^ryly, colour T.V. is just a prestige issue. 
In 5th February (1981 )"Hindustan Times" - a daily news papers 
of the coimtry, Union Information and Broadcasting Mnister appeared 
to state that some experts 'block way' to colour T.V. He charged 
certain sections, with the scientific community, of creating 
obstacles in the introduction of colour television in the country. 
Laying the foundation stone of Banglore Doordarshan Kendra 
in Benglore, he said certain, scientists, who have no expertise 
in the television fie'ld, were insisting on the country sticking 
to obsolete and rejected technology. 
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He sfeid, even i f the country had to go i n for equipment 
for black ajad white t e l e v i s i o n t ransmiss ion , i t woiild he a 
d i f f i c u l t 3ob.Sven i f I search in the whole world, I w i l l get only 
a D^^ l^  he s a id . 
Referring to the hope expressed "by Karnataka Chief l^iinister 
j»lr.R.(xundu Rao, t h a t Banglore t e l e v i s i o n would have a COIOTAT 
t ransmiss ion , ijr.Sathe sfi,id tha t he and Ifc.Rao wotild persuade the 
Prime i-iinister to a t tend the Banglore centre t o go in for colour 
t ransmiss ion s t ra ightway. 
iiT.Sathe sa id tha t the add i t iona l t ransmiss ion, cost on 
accoimt of in t roduc t ion of colour t ransmiss ion would he only 
2o percent t ha t i s i f the equipment for black and white t r a n s -
mission were to cost about 5 c ro re s , the colour equipment would 
be jus t Es. 1 crore more. 
S ta t ing tha t the re vere c e r t a i n advantages in i n t r o -
ducing colour t ransmiss ion , he sa id tha t a black and white 
r ece ive r could iake even colour t ransmiss ion, i f you can afford 
a r e f r i g e r a t o r or a scooter , you can buy a colour t e l e v i s i o n 
se t a l s o . 
i-fc.Sathe sa id tha t he could" not understand ce r t a in 
s c i e n t i s t s speaking against in t roduc t ion of coloiir t e l e v i s i o n , 
when we are go^ng in for space technology. 
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In 14th i'ebruary (1981) 'Patriot' - another daily news 
paper of the co-untry, appeared another heading Colour TY5 
Victim of Villainy, in which G.D. £>huk:ul stated that even 
though the news item regarding the observation made by union 
Information and Broadcasting Minister, Mc.Vasant Sathe that 
•Scientists are stalling colour TV, did not figure prominently, 
it has been noticed by those who wish well of the electronic 
media and are particularly keen on the fast development and 
expansion of TV in the country. 
He said that being a media man who had the privilege 
of serving television even since its inception, I would sincere] 
wish to congratulate the Minister for liitting the bull's eye in 
publicly- raising dn accusing fiiig:-e2J= at a sore spot. limumierabie 
obStaeie'Bj in the field of bro/dcasting have originated from some of 
the scientists connected with the Electronic Gommission, IbRO 
(Indian S^atellite Research OrganisationO, bAO (Space Application 
Centre) and so on. This interference has caused frustration 
among those in TV who at different points of time endeavoured to 
see it grow into a healthy organisation for doing its job 
meaningfully. Their enthusiasm and enterprise graduallyevapurated 
leaving them filled with disdain. As a result we find the 
whole service in a shmiibles. 
TV has been in existence for well over two decades. There 
is by now a fund of rich expenience in the engineering side. 
Birring exceptions, at the very top there is no dearth of 
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experienced hands in the teaia, who have had a brilliant record 
putting thela on equal footing with the best in ajiy other TV 
organisation abroad, 'i^ hese engineers have a store oi ricii experien 
ga-^ iherea in ihe /lard way over the years. To disregard their 
ex-oertise is unfortunate : The prevailing situation has been allowe 
to continue for too long. It must end. At long last we see this 
hope in the coiiirrient of Mnister "Whiie the sceintists wanted the 
latest technology for space application", certain scientists" 
took a different attitude when it came to television and scientists 
who had "no exnertise in television" were insisting on obsolete, 
out of date, backward and rejected technology". He said I am 
aiiiaaed of it." so rxe we. 
Talking about colour TV, an idea has gone round that sorae-
thing very special is about to happen and the black and white TV 
will be scrapped. Colour TV only laakes it possible to see on the 
screen what the eje sees in normal course. Changeover to colour 
is also c>ecesatba.ted because the technology has undergone a charge 
all over the world. Almost every comitry has given up black and 
white TV as it happens in case of auto-vehicles, machinery where 
change is obligatory to get the full benefit of improveraents in 
technology. There is hardly any option. 
If India holds on to TV system (black aiid white) fast 
becoming obsolete it will be faced with problems in meeting 
technical requirements, spares and replacementc. lone of them is 
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produced in the country. Thex'e is .hardly any hope in future 
either, for no nian\ifacturer can hope to profit only by meeting 
the country's needs in the field without export feasibility 
which is nil. There is aether consideration which is far more 
pressing. 
TV centres all over ttie country at present are seriously 
hampered by paucity of equipinent in order to keep the getvice 
somehow going. Whatever exists is old, inadequate to meet the 
production needs, patfeifttically ^ a^^ *i?^ S.: removal as junk. The 
situation with regard to spares and replacements is geeting 
impossible day by day being out of production in the countries 
which were the suppliers. Uwle»s some dynamic action is taken to 
dear the hindrances, the organisation may end up in a dess. 
A pragmatic way out will be to show discrimination in 
accepting the advice of those who do not seem fully aware of what 
they recommend and why. For one thing they are just not in the 
field and hence laGkijj^ g in practical experience. 
x''rom the above cited paragraphs one can form.. . any number oi 
opinions- whether to go for colour TV or not, when to go ^ or 
colour TV, Whether colour TV should be given priority.and so on. 
All the same, it is concerned with government's policy matter to 
decide about the introduction of colour TV at some proper time. 
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Tiie present study i s concerned with the market po t en t i a l of 
colour W in India - a new product . 
So r i g h t in the begining I was t a l k i n g about an innovation 
(a new product ) , how i t diffuse throughout the populat ion. 
Unfortunately t h i s meat pa t t e rn of acceptance does not always 
occure. 
i'rom, lihe sample i l l u s t r a t i o n , Vhich I described i n the 
beg-^ning, however the re are a number of questions that- can be 
asked about the diffusion oi' the new product . 
1) iiow i s the i n i t i a l "Splash" accoiupiilshed ? Are ce r t a in 
types of people mo:-e l i k e l y than otheiB t o accept new 
products ! 
2) How rap id ly do the "Waves" of acceptance of new products 
l^ove from t h e i n i t i a l innovators too ther members of the 
populat ion ? 
5) What i s the pa t ten of "Waves" of acceptance t h a t move 
throug,n)the population ? . 
4) How can the diffusion process be influenced by marketing 
a c t i v i t y . 
On the bas is of these questions i t has been t r i e d to 
formulate the objec t ives and hypotheses to find out tha t what 
tf_;;,the market p o t e n t i a l - of colour ii?V in our country. 
OHAPTBR TWO 
_ •£ I •'£ P U S I 0 K. J0_P_ l i l N C V A i l O i r 
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GOMbUMER DEGI^ IUll l^AKIHG i^'OR MEW PRODUOTb : 
The present chapter has laeen developed to deal with the 
"Diffusion of Innovations" which in turn deals with three factors, 
Pirst with a special type of decision - the decision to buy an 
innovation, She adoption of a new product in the market for 
example, i0""more of a learning process involving new inputs ' to the 
social system. 'Ihis is in contrast to the decisions .Goneerning 
existing brands of a product, vrhich tend to be more of a choice 
process. 
A second characteristic of diffusion studies is the 
emphasis on aggregate behavior. That is, diffusion models identify 
stages of acceptance by segments of the popxilation. The 
individual buying a product is still central, but the fo-cus tends 
to shift to segments of the population responding to an innovation 
with similar behavior at a point of time. 
A third characteristic of the study of the adoption of 
innovations is the euphasis that is placed on time. In diffusion 
research the adoption deciGion is considered an ongoing process 
and one that can not be properly xmderstood except in terms of 
what preceedes and lollovs a specific stage of adoption. 
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The research strategies used to investigate consumer 
behavior in general can also be used to study the adoption of 
new proaucts. In diffusion research, the distributive approach 
is frequently found. With such an approach effort is directed 
at dividing the market into adopter (or ecrly adopters) and 
nonadopt-,rs or triers and non-triers, \vhen such classification 
is achieved, the research usually focuses upon determining 
corr'elatec of these various out comes. 
I'he analytical/morphological approach is also found in 
diffusion research. With this strategy of research, the market 
is viewed as consisting of individuals going through various 
stages in a decision-making process le aing to adoption or non-
adoption of an in2iov£ition. 
The process individuals move tiiroijgh in adopting a new 
product has been conceptnalised as a stage process. These 
stages have been discussed thorovighly in Rogers and are 
described in the figure 1 alongwith the variables that influence 
each stage' . The stages described below are knowledge, per-
suation, decision and confirmation. 
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KHOWIiEIXJE : 
The knowled£i'e stage begins when a consumer receives 
physical or social stimiali that give him expo stir e to the 
inp.ovation's existence and some understanding of how it f-unc-
tions, The consumer is aware of the product and has made no 
judgement concerning the relevance of the product to a pro blem 
or need that exists for him. His information is incomplete .and the 
knowledge or awareness that exists is stored in the central 
control unit for potential future use. 
Knowledge is a result of selective perception, but beyond 
this many questions remain vmanswered, The marketing analyst 
needs to know more about the antecedents of knowledge. Do some 
consumers have more knowledge of new products in general than 
other consumers ? of all the stimulu<6 sets that are constantly 
being sampled by a consumer, what makes one set have an impact 
and be remembered-vrhile another set appears to have no impact and 
to 
be lost/^onsciousnees ? Is increased knowldge of new products 
necessarily associated with early adoption of that product ? 
PERSUATIOE : 
Persuation, in the Rogers - Shoemeker poradigm, refers 
to the formation of favourbale or unfavourbale attitudes toward 
the innovation. The individual may mentally apply the new idea 
to his present or anti33ipated furture situation before deciding 
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whether to try, which might he called vicarious trial. 
The persuasiveness of a new idea may be related to the 
perception of risk in the new product, with uncertainity re-
duction as a determinent of evaluation. The theora^ may be stated 
in the following manner : When an individual considers a new 
product he must weighf) the potential gains from adopting the 
product with the potential losses from switching from his present 
* 
product strategy. The consumers recognizes that if he adopts the 
new product, it nay be inferior to his present product or the cost 
may be greater th-m the increased value. Thus, adotping the 
new product has a risk involved that he can. avoid by postponing 
accepteoice until the val-ae has been .clearly established. If, 
however, the product is designed to solve a problem that is of 
significant concern to the consuiier, there is also the risk that 
he raay lose value from delaying adoption of a product that is 
truely superior to his present present product. 
T.ie decision stage involves activities which lead to a 
choice between adopting or rejecting the imiovation, T}ie iLime-
diate coi^sideration in vrhether or not to try the innovatxon on a 
small scale (includir-g vicarions trial by observing the trials 
of others). Innovations which can be divided are generally 
ado-')ted more readily. Trial can some times be stiaaaated by 
the iise of free samples or other snail units vath low risk. 
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i'igure 1 shows that the outpiit of decision can just as well 
be rejection as adoption. Rejection can be continuous or may be 
reversed I'or later adoption. Conversely, ad .ption may be continuous 
or may lead to later discontinuance. 
OOHglEMAglOI^ : 
Confirmation refers to the process' postulated by Rogers and 
Shoemaker of consumers seeking reinforcement for the innovation 
decisi6n that has been made and of the situation in which 
consumer sometimes reverse previous decisions when exposed to 
conflicting messages about'the innovation. 
Discontinuance, is ofcouse, as serious a question as the 
cxci^nal process of adopt:j.on. The rate of discontinuance may 
be just as important as the rate of adop;tion, with the correspon-
ding need for marketing strategies to devote attention to presen-
ting discontinusince of innovations. Rogers and iihoemaker report 
that later adopter are more likely to discontinue the innovations 
than are eax'lier adopters and are generally likely to have the 
opposite characteristics (in education, social status, change 
agency contact, and the like ) to those of the innovators. 
Discontinuance is most likely to occur when the innovation is 
not integrated into the practices and way > ^ of life of the 
receivers, suggesting the need for after-the-purchase activity 
by marketing strategists designed to ensure integration. 
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COERBLAgKS 01 IlIHOYAgivBijEb^ : 
i-iarketois a r e s t r o n g l y mo t iva t ed t o de te rmine Vhat 
v a r i a b l e s a r e a s s o c i a t e d wi th i n i ^ova t ivenes s . This i s based 
upon a p e r s i s t e n t b e l i e f t h a t i n n o v a t o r s a r e d i f f e r e n t 
1 
i n inpor t r ja t vayc from l a t e r ado.pters , \vith knowledge of cuch 
d i f f e r e n c e s , i t may he p o s s i b l e t o desi{;n new p roduc t s t h a t a re 
coiiipatiole v i t h v a r i -ales l e a d i n g t o i n n o v a t i v c n e s s or t o d i r e c t 
o t h e r n a r k e t i n g e f f o r t s toward p o t e n t i a l i n n o v a t o r s . There a re 
t h r e e pr imary groups of v a r i b a l e s t h a t a r e examined i n connec t ion 
wi th i n n o v a t i v e n e s s . These a r e consumer c h a r a t e r i s t i c s , product 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s and s o c i a l r e l t i o n s w i t h i n t h e p o t e n t i a l iiiarket. 
•QOI'ibUi'JELl OxiARAQTHRIbTIGb ASi:.oaiATi^ I> UlTn IiJi:OVATIYx;xfi^ SB 
A few v a r i b a l e s emerge f a i r l y c o n s i c t e n b l y as a s s o c i a t e d 
wi th e a r l y a d o t p t i o n of i n n o v a t i o n s . Table 1 summarizes t h e 
r e s u l t s of s t u d i e s r e l a t i n g t o t h e s e consu-aer c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . 
The t a b l e i n d i c a t e s t h a t sociodemographic v a r i a b l e s most o f ten 
a s s o c i a t e d wi th i n n o v a t i v e n e s s a r e e d u c a t i o n , l i t c r a ^ - y , income and 
l e v e l of l i v i n g . The,.e f i n d i n g s , i t should be n o t e d , a r e primar-ily 
based upon c o r r e l a t i o n a l s u t i d e s . Thus t h e y i n d i c a t e only 
a s s o c i a t i o n s between t h e v a r i a b l e s and i n n o v a t i v e n e s s . They should 
not be c o n s t r u c t e d a s c a u s a t i o n . In many c a s e s t h e y only i n d i c a t e 
1 Will iam E. B e l l , "Consumer I n n o v a t o r s " A xrnique i'larket f o r 
newness" , i n Stephen A. Greyser (ed . ) -Toward s c i e n t i f i c 
i ' iarketing )Chicago! Amer. i iariceting A s s o c , 1965), 
p p . 8 5 - 9 5 . 
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to the marketer that these variables facilitate vmderstanding 
and buying new products when other reasons exist for buying 
them. 
TABLE 1 
COHSUriER QHARACgERISTIO RBLATBD 'SO IBHQYAJIYEHESS-
FUi^ IBER OP Ei'ggiAlCAL gllQIHDS IMPICA^DIMQ 
RELATIOli go IHMiP^ATION (^) 
POSITIVE HOKE MBGA-
TIVB 
GHAiJD 
TOTAIi 
TOTAL 
T 
TOTAL 
OP pa 
LISHE 
PUD-
S0CI0]3BMDGRAPI|I/' 7 
1) EDUCATIOil 
2) LITERACY 
5) IliCOia 
4) LS7KL OP LIVIHG 
5) AG-B 
ATTITUDIi^ AL 
74 .6 
70 .4 
80 .5 
82 .5 
32 .5 
16.1 
22 .2 
10.7 
10 .0 
4 0 . 5 
5.2 
5.7 
6 . 5 ' 
2 .5 
17.7 
4 .1 
5.7 
2.7 
5.0 
9 .5 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
195 
27 
112 
40 
158 
6) MOWLEDGE AiilLITY 7 8 . 8 
7) ATTITUDE TOWARD 
CHAITGE 75 .6 
8) ACiilETBI-iBMT 
iOTIVATIOil 
10) BUSIB^SSS 
URIEHTATIOi. 
64 .7 
9) ASPIEATIOMS FOR 
GillLDRlK 82.6 
60.0 
16.7 1.5 5 .0 100 66 
14.5 8.2 5 .8 100 159 
25.5 0.0 11,8 100 17 
8.7 4 . 5 4 . 5 100 25 
20 .0 20.0 0.0 100 5 
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1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7 
12) Ei-iPA'MH 7 5 . 0 0 .0 2 5 . 0 0 .0 100 4 
13) i-ISlrlAiiRICxlDrrY 20 .b 25 .0 50 .0 4 . 2 100 24 
BQljIlCE : 
^Jbdified ¥ i t h s p e c i a l perrnisoion from E v e r e t t il. Rogers and 
J .David S t a n f i e l d , "Adoption and Di f fus ion of new P r o d u c t s ; 
Emercinc G-ener l iza t ion and Hypotheses" , Paper p r e s e n t e d a t t h e 
Conf. on t h e A p p l i c a t i o n of Science t o Market ing I-Ianagement 
Purdue U n i v e r s i t y ( J u l y 12-15 1966) Tables 4 & 5 
borne a t t i t u d i n a l v a r i a b l e s emerge as c o n s i s t e n t l y asBoc ia ted 
with i n i i o v a t i v e n e s s , as i n d i c a t e d i n ' iable 1 . i-jany p a r e n t s 
apparently- w^nt t o provide the l a t e s t and b e s t p roduc t s t o enable 
t h e i r c h i l d r e n t o compete wi th o t h e r . This i s mani fes ted i n the 
c o n s i s t e n t f i n d i n g s t h a t t h e v a r i b a l e " a s p i r a t i o n s f o r c h i l d r e n " 
i s a s s o c i a t e d w i th i n n o v a t i v e n e s s . R-elated t o t h i s i s achievement 
i n n o v a t i o n . Both of t h e s e i n d i c a t e t h e i n d i v i d u a l ' s d e s i r e to 
b e t t e r t h e l i f e of h i s f a m i l y , e s p e c i a l l y i n h i s c h i l d r e n ' s 
e d u c a t i o n and o c c u p a t i o n . Knowledge a b i l i t y r e f l e c t s t o the 
awareness t h a t an i n d i v i d u a l has of the ex terna , l world and even t s 
i n g e n e r a l t h a t occur about him. Also a s s o c i a t e d wi th i n n o v a t i v e -
n e s s i s a t t i t u d e xowcord change, k e n t a l r i g i d i t y or s a t i s f a c t i o n 
wi th l i f e , c o n v e r s e l y , l e a d tu rfe'^ eetb-ioaa. of i n n o v a t i o n . 
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In diffusion research, an assijmption is made that some 
individuals are innovation prone and that consequently the person 
who has an innovator for one product would also he the innovator 
of other products. 
The earliest adopters of a new automobile service, coiapared to 
the population at; a whole, were found to he; 
1) iluch more willing to experiment wit:i new idaas. 
2) I'bre likely to buy nevr products (in general) earlier. 
5) Less likely to switch brands because of a snail price change. 
4) Less interestea in lov price per se 
5) Less lively to try new convenience items ii. the innovation 
1 
r e p r e cn ted only . l inor chanr;ct 
In t h i s stud., i t VD.B co-icluded t h a t i n n o v a t o r s were che 
bes t in fo rnea s e c t o r of ohe popu lau ion .and t h a c t h e y engaged in 
c o n s i d e r a j l e p l ann ing b e i o r e purchas ing i n n o v a t i o n s . I t i s not 
s u r p r i s i n g (because of be 'c ter i n f o r m a t i o n and p lann ing) t h a t 
innova t^os a r c more l i k o l y t o ex^jeriment iri.th novr i d e a s and t h a t 
t hey a r e not b u i l u i n g t o be claJ .s i f iGu as h a s t y p u r c h a s e r s 
j u s t becr-use a product i s new. 
PxiUl^ UQT QHALLiiOJ .ii.-1'.LC^ s^^tJOaiA'S!::.!) uTfA IL. u Wil'-LVi^ Llin^ ;^  : 
The accep tance of a new product by i n n o v a t o r s i s detcrmi..ed 
t o a l a r g e d e g r e e ^ J ' c i a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h e product i t s e l f . I t i s 
1 K e g e r r i e s e t a l . , oj? .<^t'., p . 6 8 7 . 
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more correct to say that the products acceptance is determined 
by what consumer's perceive the product to be. Diffusion research 
indicates a number of product characteristics associated with the 
early adoption of the product. I'hose that have been investigated in 
multiple studies axe presented in table 2. which are self 
explanatory. 
TABLE : 2 
"PRODUCT GHiUiACTEaiSSIGu RELATED. TO imoYATIViiSEab" 
1) 
2) 
?) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
Number of Empir 
R e l a t i o n t o 
ai^LATIVL ADVAlvTAGE 
GOliPATIBILITY 
GOiiPLXITY 
TRIALABIIITY 
OBSERVABILITY 
AVAILABILITY 
POSI-
TIVE 
7 8 . 8 
86 .0 
92.6 
18 .8 
4 2 . 9 
75 .0 
55 .6 
• i c a l i ' i nd ings '. 
I n n o v a t i v e n e s s 
NOl^IE 
15.2 
14.0 
5.7 
37.5 
4 2 . 9 
25,.0 
22 .2 
NEGA-
TIVE 
3.0 
0 .0 
3.7 
43.7 
14.3 
0 .0 
16.7 
Ind i ca t i ng 
COi^DI-
TIONAIi 
3.0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
5.6 
TOTAL 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
TOTAIi 
lUMBE 
OF PU 
LlSilE: 
i'lKD-
IKG^ 
66 
50 
27 
16 
14 
8 
18 
8) lii-JiDIAGY OP 
BEi^Ei^IT 57 .1 2 8 . 6 1 4 . 3 0*0 100 
bOURBE: 
Modified with special permission from Everette i-i.Rogers and 
d.David bt^ifield, "Adoption and Diffusion of Hew products: 
Emerging G-eneraliation and ilypotheses" paper presented at 
the Gonf. on the Application of bciences to i%rketing 
i-*anag ment, PurdWe University (July 12-15, 1966), table 7. 
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SOCIAL M P aQMMlMICil2I0i< Y/JilABlSb ASi^QQlATED VqaJH IMKOVAJIVaijEiiS : 
The r e l a t i o n be tweej i a consumer and o t h e r members and o b j e c t s 
of t h e s o c i a l s y s t e m i n f l u e n c e t h e r a t e of a d o p t i o n of new p r o d u c t s . 
'Ihe r e l a t i o n s t h a t a f f e c t new p r o d u c t a c c e p t a n c e a r e of two b a s i c 
t y p e s : I ' i a rke t i ng d o m i n a t e d and n o n - m a r k e t i n g d o m i n a t e d . I h e 
e f f e c t i v e n e s s of one i s o f t e n i n f l u e n c e d by t^he o t h e r , l^he 
f i n d . - n g s of v a r i o u s s t u d i e s a r e p r e s e n t e d i n t a b l e 3 . 
TABLE:3 
bOaiAL M'U OQidiiUBIQATIOl^S VARIABLES Ri^LATEI) 'W IMMOVA'PrvEljBbS 
H-umber of E m p e r i c a l b i n d i n g s I n d i c a t i n g 
r e l a t i a . s t o I n a o v a t i v e n e s s (Ji) 
P O a i - HOlii; HEGA- CUKDI- TOTAL 
TI^TE TIVB TIOLAL 
TOTAL 
Oi' HI 
LIbfiid. 
i ' lEL-
1) GOk>l'i)PuLITAi^EiiS 8 0 . 8 
8 5 . 7 
2) i-iA^b EBLIA 
EXPO'^UaE 
3) GOi^ TACT WITH 
CHAilGE AGELCIEa 91 .9 
4 ) mWMOY ^ROK 
11.0 2.7 5.5 
12.2 0.0 2.0 
6 .6 0 . 0 1.5 
S013HGE: 
100 
100 
73 
49 
100 136 
5) 
6) 
7) 
GROUP PAKTIGIPA-
TIOII 
IITEilPEaSOHAL 
00i#iUlIIGATI0iJ 
OPIlJIul; LEADEilSrllP 
53.6 
7 8 . 8 
7 0 . 0 
6 4 . 3 
1 4 . 3 
' 1 0 . 3 
1 5 . 0 
21 .4 
2 8 . 6 
6 . 4 
1 5 . 0 • 
7 .1 
3 . 6 
4 .3 
0 . 0 
7 .1 
100 
100 
100 
100 
28 
156 
4 0 
14 
i t o d i f i e d w i t h s p e c i a l p e r m i s s i o n f rom B v e r e t t e i i .Roge r s andJ*-
David S t a n f i e l d , "Ado|>tion and D i f f u s i o n of Kew p r o d u c t s ! 
Emerg ing G e n e r a l i s a t i o n s and H y p o t h e s e s " p a p e r p r e s e n t e d a t 
t h e Conf. on t h e A p p l i c a t i o n of S c i e n c e , t o i ' l a r k e t i n g i-lanagement, 
P u r d u e U n i v e r s i t y ( J u l y 1 2 - 1 5 1 9 6 6 ) , t a b l e 6 . 
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The marketiiit^  org'^ nis .tion plays the role of a "professional 
change agent" in the adoption of new products. Therefore, it is the 
task of the consumer analyst to determine hov xhe marketing 
organisation can most effectively influence consuaer accept:tnce 
of new products and ser*ices. 
Perhaps xhe most valuable function of diffusion studies is 
to indicate that the acceptance of a new idea doesr not come all 
at once in a. social syr tera. The idea is transmitted to a few 
innovatojpe who must pass through various stages leading to 
adoption. After some innovators have adopted the product others 
may follows, depending on the value of innovation and the process 
of influence. 
QrAFIjJR '21IBM 
4 k ^-^—^-J'-^—^'L^J-'—^- *^ -'''' '•^ '-2- ''^ '-i 
_^P__0_'I'^ij_i._i'__I_A_L_ I u, .J_J-„J^_J-_A_ 
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It has "been/appeared as a fact that uptill now, 
television has neither achieved much success now reasonable 
growth and wide acceptance among the Indian masses. Looking to 
the other coujitries - Asian, Latin America and Ai'rican - where 
T.V.- started much after ours, a significant amount of difference 
can. easily he viewed in the rapidity with which it has come up 
in these countries. 
One may argue that the overall economic conditions of the 
Indian masses, who spend much of tlieir incomes on the basic 
(physiological) needs and a little portion left constitutes 
their savings and expenditure for various items of higher level 
needs, may be one of the reason for this growth pattern. But the 
fact can not be igTiored that if only A-O-50'^a of our urban pop\ilatio] 
and only 5-5fi or our rural population, will buy a TV, who has the 
potential for it, even then the Indian marKet will be bigger than 
any of the Western B^ uropean aiarket except Russia. V/hen such a 
scope of television industry is already existing in -India there 
is no reason.why it can not be developed, if not to the extent of 
Western covintries but very near to it. 
But the vital question is bow can we achieve the 
recognition of our masoe,s which will enhance the importance of TY 
in their minds ? The latent, demand may be developed to help 
not only the electrononic industry to grow but to the whole 
: - 5 7 - : 
coiintry i n developing i t s e l e c t ron i c ini 'rastruct-ure on strong 
foo t ing . Mos1i important way of achieving t h i s i s to exercise 
g rea t e s t possible care by production cent res while formulating 
t h e i r s t r a t egy for var ious programmes and should t r y to make 
them i n t e r e s t i n g to a poss ib le . ex ten t , not for one seginent but 
for var ious segments of the populat ion. 
V/e can de/b.de the population in to var ious segments on 
the bas i s of t h e i r preferences and l i k i n g for various programmes 
Broadly we ccji divide these segments in to two - the segment of 
population which has l i k i n g for ''fY and i t s program es only 
because of the entertainuient , they derive out of i t ; while 
.other segmeiit, r^ho are more s ens i t i ve and l ike i^ v and i t s pro-
gramiiieB only because of the eaucation and ini'oruiation they 
derive out of i t . The whole popu-Lation has mostly 
these two ;jro;^ ..d preference for TV and i f TY iias to grow in 
I n i i a , i t haa to be d i rec ted tow;-irds both of tnese segments. 
In India TV a t t r a c t s a J-arge nioj^ber of auaiances for i t s 
programxiec ;:;uGh as 'i^'eature i 'iLa' fChi trahar ' and other s imi lar 
programi:es w:iile t a e auiience r a t i o of i t s other progr^XHiies i s , 
ve^ low. The fact .^or the lower audience ratioij. for programmes 
other than feat\u:-e film and ch i t rahar i c embodied in the fact 
t ha t the standard of such educat ional and infor^iatixr© value is^Tery 
low. 
S-58-; 
The survey pointed out that consumer derived enter-
tainment to a larger extent where as educational and informative 
importance oi TV showed very lower ^roup means, justifying their 
perceptions. The educational value of Pakistan and ±*rench T¥s on 
the contrary' ir very high. In r-akistan, the reasonable growth 
is matted, by the b§.ance they have maintained between entertain-
ment and educational and informative value of ..TV, \'fiiile the 
informative and euucational programmes of French TV ore such 
Ghat one fe^ls if audience are being taught in the p)Lss 
room. 
The lower educational i-^.nd informative value has a more 
grave marketing implication qn the proppects of TV is India, 
hence lowering the market pontential for colour television 
also. Only one segement of the population is satisfied, to 
some extent, in India while the other potential segment is 
negatively motivated, as their preferences and likings are not 
met. 
'As a matter of fact our present days TV programmes are 
of low quality which is a major reason of iRdifference shown 
towards the existing black and white television and also for 
the lower market potential for colour television which is 
under Gonsj.deration to be introduced. In "Hindustan Times" 
"Magazine of iiarch 1st 1981 two gentlemen - Kirti Jain and 
Sunil x'andon - appeari. d, questioning why are our TV progra-Jimes 
so boring ? 
: -59:-
WHAT IS 'Him dOJ^ 0? (PY IK A POUR COMTRY ? WHO ARE 
PROC^RAIt'iEb mm'H FOR ? Ti-IESB QUESTIOi^ S-OFTEN AblvED BUT 
i..iiViiR Al'IbV/ELliiU, SAYS E.InTI ^AIN: 
£>ome y e a r s ago, t h e t h e n r i i n i s t e r of In fo rmat ion and 
B r o a d c a s t i n g ^e t t h e progi?amiae p roducers of Delhi TV t o hear 
t h e i r g r i e v a n c e s . He he^an hy s a y i n g , "DoAt ask me f o r more 
equipment, mortj s t a f f or more funds , afte?: a l l I n d i a i s e. 
poor cou i i t ry" . At ohe t ime a new TV c e n t r e had j u s t been 
announced and t h e "cfancmiasion hours of J ielni xY had been 
i n c r e a s e d by an hou r . The producers could sa.y l i t t l e a f t e r suc:i 
an i n t r o d u c t i o n . 
The f i r s t and the most i . po r t an t queL,tion, a f t e n asked, 
but never a. 'nver d, i s what a c t u a l l y i s t h e r o l e of TV i n a 
poor o u n t r y l i k e I n d i a ? i;iince p o l i t i c a l i n t e r e c t s o i t e n ^^^t 
i n d i v . d i n c hou::?- of t r a n s m i s s i o n and nuuber of TV s t a t i o n s , i t 
i s obv ious ly d i f f e r e n t t o fo rmula t e c l e a r o b ^ e c t i v e r . Members 
Oo. Pa r l i ament -^ -rish t^ f u l f i l promises made t o t h e i r v o t e r s 
t o ge t a TV c e n t r e opened i n t h e i r c o n c t i t u e n c i e ; ^ . There a re 
TV s t a t i o n s i n a l l impor tan t c i t i e s v^here t h e upper and middle 
c l a s s jiave s e t o . L e v e r t h e l e s s , p o l i c y makers i n s i s t t h a t TV i s 
b a s i c a l l y t o educa te the i l l e t e r a t e . liow f a t u o u s t h i s s ta tement 
i s can be gauged from t h e f a c t t h a t n ine out~"of t e n who watch 
TV do not see t h o s e e d u c a t i o n programmers and t h e remainders 
can not see them because bhey do not have TV s e t s . 
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OlDviously, the method of t abk l ing these two s e t s of 
people should be absolu te ly d i f f e r e n t . Ins tead the re iS a l i p 
ser-vrixie half-hour prograxu.ie for farmers in Delhi t e l l i n g thett 
about advanced .methods of farming. The programmes i© thorougfai^ 
coni'used about what i s expected from him. Should he focus <m. 
the urbani te or the r u r a l based iLisan ? In the absea^e of olej 
d i r ec t i ve s jth'e-prgeasBa«f3e "decides to play safe and p«tB l a a 
b i t of both . The r e s u l t i s an inev i t ab le 'Khichree' ha l f OJ©o1c»€l 
on a v i l l a r g e ' hand i ' and other half on the urban gaa sto»ie. 
Progr&jniae s t a f f are often bJamed for being uniiaaginative 
and incompetent. But few people r e a l i s e the condit ions imd«: 
which they are working. 
A highly competi t ive, soph i s t i ca ted media l i k e -TV demaia^ a 
team work from a hitjhly s k i l l e d se t of t echn ic i an , over a dozen 
of who^"' are required to work together on the s ingle 
progra.ii-ie. The exper t i se of the e n t i r e crew has to be 
coordinated to the minutest d e t a i l s for the prograiume t o be 
success fu l . The moment anything goes wrong in any one u n i t , 
he i t breakd/wo^, or non-aval l a b i l i t y of equipment, poor personn( 
pressvire of time or proper studio , everything goes out of gea] 
I ' i r .k i r t i ^ain sa id , "as -bne who has involved in the 
production of programmec for Doordarshan I am in a pos i t ion to 
s p e l l out some of the short comings our TY has to f ace" . To 
begin with the studdT^ f a c i l i t i e s are insu f f i c i en t - a laroducea 
gets a studio for one and a half hours to record a half hour 
programme, I^iich of this time is taken up with dismantling th* 
previous seto, creating the new one, arranging the light aad 
sound. C^^ ere is lit Lie or no time for a rehearsal and the 
red light is on. 
It is difficult to fight a system which does not value 
quality and is satisfied as long as 'something' goes on air. 
That something keej^ the politicians happ^ too, tiil.somehofiy 
questions the quality of prosramxi.es, Then everyone comes'down 
on Doordarshan who in turn let ofx steam against the programm 
staff. 
It is pertinent to ask why we are opening more TY, 
centres when there are not enough facilities to run even one 
centre properly. Vlhy do we keep increasing transmissipn/^rs 
of the various TV centres when no centee is able to cope 
witn existinij; demand ? The Doordahshan authorities are either 
not in a position to say ."Mo" or choose not to resist in order 
to please those aoove theu. In any case, the brund of all 
criticism has to be borne by the helpless prograjiiue staff who 
are in no position to question ofTnw of these decisions - and 
are dooiaed to i;o on producing indifferent, unchallanging 
progrcXiiiLies in exasperatiu^ 'j conditions. 
Apart from studio recordinf;s, the programmes that can 
provide more live contact with people are those filmed out 
doors. The -oroblems involved are formidable. Take Delhi TV 
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as a case in po in t . At any given time half of the functionl&g . 
eqiiipment if! "booked or kept i n readiness for news or YIP coveragts. 
Other prograrmaes which cons t i t u t e 80 percent of leleca 's t time 
have to do with the l e f t o v e r , l e s s r e l i a b l e equipment, So^add 
to t h i s , there i s a cilPOftie shortage of raw fi lui , and no 
provisions i s made for ex t ra footage . Transport i s yet another 
headache, ^taff cars are few and almost never ava i lab le on time -
whether i t be fo r f i lming, for r e h e a r s a l , for contact ing 
p a r t i c i p a n t s or to survey the l o c a t i o n , -
Producers have ne i the r the time nor the f a c i l i t i e s to go 
out of Delhi,; meet people, see prograiames, tape new t a l l e n t and 
get f resh i d e a s , t e l e v i s i o n i s a medium for dealing with immediate 
day-to-day events aad problems- s o c i a l , p o l i t i c a l or c u l t u r a l . 
But the Doordarshan s taf f i s invar iba ly closed i n t h e i r off ices > 
and have only second hand knowledge of what goes on ou t s ide . 
As a r e s u l t we have xhe same s t a l e formatec, thfi same | ) a r t i c i -
C — 
pants .and the saiae themes in all progrsoames.' Controversial 
subjects ax-e studiously avoided to prevent any harassment as 
the programines staff are never sure ofbeiJ^. backed up by their 
superiors, i^herefore, what one gets is a series of unexciting, 
lifeless progroxaiaes one after another - because these are 'safe'. 
At the root of the whole probie^ is interference by 
political and bureaucratic big wigs in programme planning and 
Psycho|)hancy and a tendency to playsafe on the part of the 'media 
auihorities. It is not unusual in the 'W centBe to receive 
telephone calls from VIPs, their PAs or families criticising 
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prograiames or e x p r e s s i n g axroganoe t h a t one person was snown 
•for a l onge r d u r a t i o n i n t h e news t h a n ano the r or f o r not 
i n c l u d i n g a p a r t i c u l a r i t em or i n d i v i d u a l i n t h e news as 
d i r e c t e d . I t i s ve ry a i f i i c u l t f o r t h e Doordaiishan stax'f t o 
determine who-ch of t h e s e i n s t r u c t i o n should he foJ-lowed, 
"Ghereby c r e a t i n g a 0«cuL ia r - inr^-balance i n che ooversige* Often 
t h e major chunk of t h e ncvc b u l l e t i n s i s t a k e n up by prolonged 
coverage of some p o l i t i c a l l e a d e r or t h e o t h e r . Our m i n i s t e r s 
have yet Lo l e a r n t h a t such e x e r c i s e s i n s e l f p u b l i c i t y are 
ppi^oductive. The consequences of i n t e r f e r e n c e a re obMous t o a l l . 
An tml 'o r tuna te t r a d i t i o n of i g n o r i n g producers i n t h e 
p l a n n i n g of iicograiaaes has been growing . Any number of working 
commit tees , i n c l u d i n g t h e l a t e s t Tinder t h e Chairmanship of' 
i%. P a r t has a r t h e , have never had any one who i s working i n t h e 
o r g a n i s a t i o n and p r o d u c t i o n of prograiiUiies. i nc luded i n t h e i r 
The d e c i s i o n s and pisl if i ies a r r i v e d a t ..y such committees 
woTxld n e c e s s a r i l y prove mean ig less t h e r e f o r e *«ml«»B-^  t h e d a y - t o -
day problems faced by t h e programme s t a f f a r e so lved a t t h e 
^ a s s r o o t l e v e l . The laiotoleas as s t a t e d he re might appear those 
of minor d e t a i l - b u t i n any a r t i s t i c work i t i s t h e d e t a i l s t h a t 
m a t t e r - and \inf o r t u n a t e l y t l ;ese problems a r e , becoming 
i n c r e a s i n g l y major a s t hey mani fes t thezaselves i n t h e a t t i t u d e s 
of programmers and a u t h o r i t i e s . 
Whereas SU¥1L aJAl^ jX)K says : ALL i'B.OGRAi'^ iBb i-IUSl^  GIVE HAY 
BWOEB THE PiilORlTIEJi OP "DIGIJITORY DAKSHAH" AID THE PEE^«HIS'2JJ& 
OP POLITICIAiiii. Ill reSreals h i s e x p e r i e n c e s i n t h e fo l lowing 
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paragraphs: 
"bilence, stand by studio ! Reading to record - ITR 
rolling . for the laUt time," says the all important floor 
i-Ianager. 
"Me hope" say I, not much cheer in my voice as I stare 
into the camera lens, my ^e the glassier of the two 
We have been sxxtxng in the studio, make-up on and the 
bright lights glaring for the past hour. This is the "fifth time 
we are stjirting to record what will eventu^Hy be a brief, «^yfn 
minute introduction to a music programme, Pour[lines we have 
been held up by one technical hitch or another - cameiras, 
sotind, tele- cine- nothing has workea smoothly. Pour times 
we have experienced that terrible moment of tense expectancy as 
the omnipotant Ploor ifenager shouts his peremptory orders for 
readiness. Except for the openin^ ^ few lines, nothing'has been 
rehearssed because we got the studio late and the next producer 
is already hanging at the door. People are becoming increasing-
ly irritable. It is possible that all this will not, im ©oae 
way, affect the end result ? 
This is emphatically not an isolated incident. Such 
experiences are cciuon place at Doordarshan. 
"The biggest mircile is that we are working, says a 
member of the production staff at Doordarshan, Delhi-8 With the 
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kind oi eqviipment we have, transmission can fall any moment 
ViB are still working with mo -e or less the sarae equipment 
acquired over 20 years ago to run a half hour transmission. 
Lo one has even "bothered to sit and wrok out a work load to 
equipment ratio, ihe equipment is so old bhat some mani'facturers 
have evorw warned us that they do not produce spaisa any more. She 
machines are not produced in India and we can't get this out 
dated technology from out-side T no vender such a fuss is being 
made over the nBed to svitch to colour - they have no opt ion? 
"We have only two studios", s,ays another member of staff 
production staff, "One lor direct telecasts such as the news and 
announcements and the other for recoriling. Consequently it is 
impossible to get rehearsal time in the studios and there are 
no rehearsal rooms, 
in 
"That's why you find people rehearsing/the foyer or 
under the 'i'Y tower, surrounded by a crowd of curious on lookers. 
Mow can we possibly do a stick jo3b if we can't even rehearse for 
.the programmes ?" 
That is just the tip of the iceberg. "People talk about 
greater freedon lor Radio and TV. JPor TV atleast, freedom is a 
very distant goal. Vtihat does freedom mean when you dont have the 
means to translate your prograjoime intentions on to the screen ? 
There is no dearth of ideas in this place, but even if the 
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initial idea is bad, it is not truely represented by the 
programme that emerges. Creativity has to go side by side with 
the charming out of required daily output. Vfhat do you 
expect from an orgcmisation, which,after fio years, doesnH 
even have a place of its own ? She studios are rented from AIR 
and the Directorate ;Ls housed in a b\iilding (i'landi House) which hi 
been declared dangerous. Here there is place neither for the 
producers, who flit about from desk to desk nor for the 
equipment* 
The malaise seems to be very deep and feelings run 
understandably high aunong programmers and staff whenever the 
question of quality and content of prograxiiiners comes up. dust 
some of the points that are emphasised by them by way of defence/ 
explanations. There is no proper programme planning as such. 
iichedules are prepar^ d only to be changed at the last minute at 
the whim of one of that dangerous species - the VIP. Por 
example the progr^ uome we recorded was removed from its advertised 
slot at the last minute to accomodate a TV report on the " KISAH" 
RALLY". This "Slash and Change" policy is aggravated in Delhi 
by the fact it is the capital city and therefore particularly 
prone to YIP Vagaries. All programmers must give way before the 
priorities of digziatory dorshan and the pressuiesing of 
politicians. 
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i'lanpower planning is extremely unsatisfactory. Ehere 
is a staff inspection unit (SIU) which exists to lay dwon norms 
in this respect, but production staff allege that the unit has 
no idea of the xunctiontog of the media. They point out that in 
published not blU stated that there is no- need tor lighting in 
day time shootixig, hence some lightmen are redundant. This fine 
line exapple of common sensical reasoning could only nave been 
effected by total non-proiessionals say ?Jhe production staff. 
It is no wonder that the I'V centre find itself under staff. 
The situation resu-^ ts mainly because people are not 
authorised to calculate their own arequirements, An outside 
body is appointed to c Iculate their requirements for them and 
it feels that is has a power which it can exercise at will. 
The filra library is disorganised - it's almost impossible 
to get preview time if one wants to prepare programmes from 
old footage, 'fhe tape library is not even aircontioned to keep 
it clean and dust free. 
The artist's fees that Doordarshan is willing to pay are 
extremely low - an approximate maximum would be about Es.650 
per recording and no really top- notch artist is available 
at these rates. 
Budgets aiften laps and the centre is unable to buy 
equipment it needs, due to bureaucratic delays in sanctioidBg 
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expenditure. Althoiagh Doordarshan revenues axe substantial, 
it can not epend a percentage of theia on impifoveiaents. 
Iven if manpo"wer is increased the infrastructure is 
weak - "le are worse than even tialaysia and Dacca 2¥ centre 
where facilities and emoluments are concerned. Despite India's 
technical superiority in the Third World we send.people for 
training to iialaysia. We have only one training institute -
the one at poena -;|md that is useless because it trains i^ople 
to prepare one ppograimae of the highest .quality in 10 dpys on 
good equipment - conditions totally diversed from the reality of 
Indian TV production work. Training abroad i* also of no use 
because operational standards hare are so very different. 
The Indian TV is plagned vrith the above discussed 
conditions. These problem must have to be dealt with sternly 
Untill and unless the G-overnment does not take drastic steps 
to solve these clamitous situations, the phenomena will never 
change. And as every thing is inter linked, that is, if 
conditions remain adverse, the quality of programme can never 
be improved, and therefore, the television can never ahieve 
wide acceptance. Therefore the market for television can not 
be exploited fully and hence the market po-aentidl for colour 
television can not be improved. 
Mot that something is ftot being done about this sorry 
state of afiairs. The Parthaserthe Committee is lookii^ -
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in to r eo rgan i sa t ion of s t a f f ing pa t t e rns and r e c e n t l y , i'fc,¥aaant 
bathe has been saying t h a t he wishes to improve programme content 
by reducinc boring discussion!.: and increas ing the number of • 
s t r i n g e r s for b e t t e r news footo,ge. 
'iHirtherhOre, l«lr.Vasant i^athe has r e c e n t l y sa id t ha t 
Doordarsh n wi l l have another Channel fo r viewers iDrimarily 
for e n t e r t a i u e n t . Expected to be commissioned some time next 
year , i t vjill be managed by a commercial company. 
ispellin.•; put some oi the echcmes being undertaken by the 
G-overnment, Information and Broadcasting i ' i lnister rir.Vasant 
Sat ho said tha t the re wo\£Ld be two companies, one for the radio 
and the other for iV, both in the public s ec t ion , and the Tl 
company w i l l project music, dance drama, fi lm and other v i s u a l -
it^ems of entertainment along witih the adver t isements . 
i-lr.baGhe agreed witli the suggestion t h a t the TV programmes 
were often "Dull and d i c i n t c r e s t i n g " . Por in s t ance , he wondered 
why should tli©e be so many discuss ions on the OT wiiich was 
e s s e n t i a l l y a v i s u a l medium. I'he discussion should g tn r a l l y 
be l e f t for the r a d i o . 
With another channel, the viewers would be free to 
choose between the two types of programmes. 
He said the second T^i channel has expected to be 
comiiaissioned within one year of the formation of the ©offlifany. 
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The fo rma l i t i e s regarding launching of the company were being 
processed. Broadly speaking, the Minister sa id r e - o r i e n t a t i o n 
of both AZa and IN was under way. 
In the case of TV, he sa id , for a b e t t e r involvement of 
the viewers, a chain of t e l e - c l u b s were beikng se t up . Som^ of 
these would be i n slum areas where commimity s e t s have been 
provided, xie fu r the r aiffiouri-ced t h a t he would r e s t o r e the 
se rv ices of a l l S t r ingers numbering over a hundred, who had been 
thrown ouo some years ago. 
Another f eatiL e he wanted t o introduce was spo t l igh t 
on Parliament on the eve of ev ry se s s ion , i n which the 
Parliaiaen-Qry a f f a ^ s l i n i s t e r would have discussion with 
opposi t ion leaders on the i s sue l i k e l y t o come up. On h i s part 
he sa id he had /us object ion to te lecas t ing; the Parliamentary 
deba tes . 
All t h i s i s encouraging but not much. As a gent le man 
said about Doordarshan - "Tnis place i s l i k e a pa t ien t with 
cancer", you keep coming up with ine f fec t ive doses of reforms 
when what i t needs i s d r a s t i c r e s t r u c t u r i n g . 
All the saue. Minister for Information and Broadcasting 
i-ic.Vas „nt bathe has informed that the quest ion of intjjoducing 
coloiir t e l e c a s t before the Asj-an games to be held i n Delhi i n 
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1982 was at present mider the cons idera t ion of the Planning 
Oommiseion. 
He, however, sa id tha t the f i n a l decis ion would not be 
taken oy any ind iv idua l or u n i l a t e r a l l y hy h is or any other 
i-iinister. I t would he taken with the approval of the Planning 
Commission and the Cabinet, keeping in view the i n t e r e s t of the 
country and the people at l a r g e . 
Anawering , wr i t t en qucstio-.s by I'lcs,Auarjit i^aur and 
i-irs. liataii ivU-.ari, xjr.Uathe sa id tha t India has -one capab i l i ty 
of manxifv.c'surinr; colour '/v s e t s . 
'The p r i ce , he SLiid would depend onvarious fac to rs 
including the quant i ty as well as the ^-inport duty content . I t ' i s 
therefore not possible to ind ica te the r e t a i l pr ice a t t h i s 
s t - g e , he s a i d . 
i-jT.bathe did not ru l e out fhe p o s s i b i l i t y of s e t t i n g 
up a Ui-nit i n the country for the nanufactiv:e of colour TV 
t u b e s . 
'fhe Governnent, he &aid has a proposal under considerat ion 
to manuf .cture of g l a s s s h a l l the .most important component in 
TV s e t s . This u n i t , when es tab l i shed would he i n a pos i t ion t o 
Bjanufactuxe both Qolpur^tand blacfe and' •sfeite.gets. 
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Ifc.Sathe refuted an a l l e g a t i o n made by I-Ir.l.K.Advani 
t h a t the -olethora of sta"benients by the iHn i r t e r has created 
confu-'^-ion as t o the Government'D policy on the in t roduct ion of 
colour TV which ip- a t presont appealed t o be based on whims 
and fancies of. some i n d i v i d u a l s . 
He assured tha t no whims or fancies of any indiv idual 
would inside the Government pclic-^ on intpoduction of colour 
TV whiC'-^  would be done only on the bn,sis of resource a v a i l -
a b i l i t y * 
However, in t roduc t ion of the much adver t i sed coloxir 
t e l e v i s i o n appears to be hcuicinc in the balance, i f what the 
-Priiae i-Jlnister 1-irs, Indra Gnadhi sai*^ in the Consultative 
Gouiniittee f.,r Science and Teclmology 'Department ', i s mv 
i n a i c a t i o n . 
0utlii4„ng "the com ;unication p e r i o r i t i e c i-Jrs.Gnadhi to ld 
the committee, tha,t the reach- o± the radio shoiild be maximised 
and the investment already made in the bl'^cl: and whi'je SV 
should be u t i l i s e d exto i i s ivr ly . 
ijhe, however, hn,s not completely ruledout colorj: '£11 
as coiild be infer:.-ed from her st'-,te.^ent tha t "at the same time 
we don' t wcait to be lo f t b :h i -d so fa r as the teclinology for 
colou;* 'JV i s concerned," rii?G.Gandhi sa id "reseo,rch and 
develo mcnt work in t h i s f i e l d (Colour 2V) should continue. 
She was emphatic tliat the i]ifo,rmatioii syRtem tha t has 
a l ready been b u i l t up in the couiitry should be enlarged 
speedi ly so aa t o reach the larg>.st number of neoiole. 
I t appears t h a t the enthusiasm shomi by the information 
and Broadcasting IJinietcr IL-.Vasant bathe i s not fu l ly shared 
by the deppz'tment of c lec toEonics , TUB department appears t o 
# 
th ink t h a t a lar^jc scale oXDanoion of e x i s t i n g black and 
white t e l e v i s i o n , ' f o r which the inf i s t s t ruc ture Has already beea 
created should get p r i o r i t y over colour T\f. 
IHie Prime i i i n i s t e r ' s s t a tenen t i s bound to rack-up 
another co^.troversy. I t iiiay be noted tha t colour TV t r a n s -
4 
ra i t t e r s could siraultaniously tcleizast to both colour and blaok 
and white s e t s . On account of the hif^h c j s t of colour TY se t s 
•the country niaj have to accept blacl: and white TY for a long 
t i n e uo come even when colour i'V i s introduced on a l imi ted 
s c a l e . 
Any way, the present study w i l l always stand t o i t s 
c rcad ibx l i ty any time the G-overnment take' . deci!:rion t o irwitch 
over to colour t e l e c a s t , however, subject to th-e condit ions 
of t ha t time when colour Tf i s in t roduced. That i s 'with a 
change in a t t i t u d e s , perce-j t ions, economic condit ions generaX 
environment, tnowledge, qua l - ty of prograiiiue, and so on 
the market potentiCL for -coloxir t e l e v i o i o n wi l l a lso be 
changed. 
aHAgT£.xi go 1.11 
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In order t o accopl ish cuiy vrorj.: s a t i c i a c t o r i l y , or 
even t o je^inany study ov wor.:, i t i s alw:,js sa id to be of 
c rea t siry.i-icraice r a t h e r a rnuc'j, -Cu Toruraate the obiect ivos 
of onefc .roulcm so as to achieve the des i red ^ o a i s . And for 
t h a t very reaf'on c e r t a i n ohjecaives have been l a i d 6.Q\ni for the 
present £ .ud;} , vhich arc ct>- foj.lows: 
1. 'fhe f i r s t ob jec t ive , whi.ch i s actu i l ly the main tneue 
of the present s judy, ±^ co f ind ouc the market 
pet .^Lial for colour t e l e v i s i o n . 
2. fhe second ob;;,ective i s uo sor t out whether ce r t a in 
croups of people are more l i t e l y ^o ourehai^e colvjur 
t e l - V i s i o n over cert^-in other groups. 
3 . I'he t h i r d object ive i s to study the diffusion of the 
product in the s o c i e t y . 
Aft«-r s e t t i n g the ob^iecti-stec for the s tudy, i t i s also 
said to be des i rab le to construct c e r t a i n h;;'potheses about the 
problems in process in- order to reach the des i red goals 
throuG'l- the ob;jectives already s e t , so as to enable us to 
check the va l id i ' ty of the r e c u l t c obtained. 
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HYPQTHESLb QOlJbO}RUOa?]bI) : 
i 
The hypothesis eonstructed arc, as follows: 
1 . That people, who are rimuing their own business 
are .more likely to become potential customei?s oi 
colotir television over people who are in service. 
2. That 7000 to 9000 i© the likely range of price which 
people will be rady to pay for an indigenously 
produced colour T.V. 
3. That in the first year of it's introduction the major 
portion of the colour television sets will be bought 
by those people who purchased biack and white TV set 
wi hin three years of its intordiiction. 
All the three objectives, which have been laid down, 
roqu res some explanation xhat why have these objectives been 
formed ? V/hat these objectivch are meant for ? and all. 
Whenever a fira considers to offor a new product in the 
market, at the first instance it defines the target maket for 
the new product and tpies to make an approximation of what is 
the market potential for h^e new product, which it is 
considering to offer. 
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The s o c i o l o g i s t s , economists, and marketing researchers 
are faced with the probleia of economic waste caused by-
invest ingresources in the in t roduc t ion of new products t ha t 
arc r e j ec t ed by consii^icr. li ,stiuates vary coiicerning the 
proport ion of nev products , t ha t arc succeccful , but near ly 
a l l repo„t t ha t the . majori ty f a i l . A study of leading 
coidpanies by Booz-^Allen & JIamilton repor ted tha t only one new 
1 
product is successful out of each 58 ideas . lu the food 
processiJig areas, Bu&zell and i^ 'ourse fomid that only about 
2 
2 out of each 50 ideas are succecLiul new products . fShese 
failures are expensive; a siix^ le failvn?e can Qo6t from 
% 75,000 to .$ 20,000,000"^.' furthermore firms often maKe 
serious errors in their prediction of sales lev Is of produdtc 
which do succeed. Full found in a study of 63 new productc 
a mean relative"^error of e.aLes foreasts of 65 percent and a 
mean value relative error for profit forecasts for 53 new 
products of 128 percent'^. 
Therefore, the prediction of market potential is of 
great importance. And as colour television -ie also a new 
product an attempt has been made, thi:ou£;h present study, to 
predict the market potential for colour television in India. 
1 I'lanagement of New Products (New Tork) Booz-Allen & 
Hamilton) I965. 
2 Robert 0. Buzzell and Robert B.ii.Nourse, Product 
innovation in food processing 1954-1964^Boston:Division 
of Reseai^ch , Harvard Business School, I967. 
3 . a}heodore L. Angelus, "V/hy do most new products fail ? 
Advertising Age. pp. 85-86 (I'larch-24, I969). 
4 DonaJ.d £>. Eull, "The relationship o^ j^ **»al-MuLpredi<ylied 
sales and profits in new productj^j^^^c%*f^|^SSijiBus4:ftess 
vol. 40. pp. 233-250 (July I907i ' 
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Thus the first objective of the study is regarding the 
market potentialof colour, television where market potential 
refers to the capacity of a market to assiLiilate a product or 
product line of an industry. This usually means the amount 
of the product that the market can purchase in either the 
current iDOriod or the next period that is imder planning. 
It may be estimated, based mainly on economic variables 
and consumer attitudes that the automobile industry has the 
market potent;ial of selling 12 million units in the United 
iStates in the year 19 
VifhejieY,Q3?;,. a new product is considered to be introduced in 
a market, it i;.. also desirable to chefck whether certain groups 
of people exists in the society, who on account of thair income 
or social status or living style or pimiliar other reasons are 
more likely to pioichase the new product over certain other 
groups in the society. 2?he second objecoive is meant to check 
the eaclstenc,e of such groups who are more likely to pur-
chase colour television over certain other grouDS due to the 
af resaid fact.ors. 
This may be estimated that at the introduction of colovu: 
television^ the members Of upper class are more likely to 
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p-orciiase i t over upper middle c lacs and mTddle c l a s s , of course 
due t o t h e i r income, s o c i a l stf5.tus e t c . 
ihe decis ion to buy an innovation i s a spec ia l type 
of deci^'iop. The adoption of a new product in the ma^-'icet, 
for example, i s more of a l ea rn ing process involving new 
inputs to the s o c i a l systera. This i s i n contras t to decisions 
concernini^' e x i s t i n g br nds of a product, which tend to "be 
uore of a choice- proceK^c , 
A simple diffusion procesc of a uev product i s ohc.t a 
fev people purchase a ne-^i product . Those around the i n i c i a i 
TDurchas^rs than t r y bhe product and eventual ly the acceptance 
of t!|e product may diffuse throught the e n t i r e po-^mlation. 
Unfortunately, t h i s neat pa t t e rn of accet)tance does not 
always occur. 
The re&earch s t r a t e g i e s used to inve^-tigate consuner 
bf-haviour in cenesal c. n al&o be used tn stud.v the adoption 
of new products . In diffusion research , the d i s t r i b u t i v e 
a'Dioroach i e frequen-cly found. V<ith such an ap'o-coacn effor t 
iBd i r t c t ed at ddviding the uarket in to ado )ters (or ear ly 
adopters;) and nonadopt^~-rp or t r i e r s and n o n - t r i e r s , ^hen sue: 
d a m n i f i c a t i o n i s achieved, ohe research usupJLly focuses upon 
determining c o r r e l a t i o n of these vrxious outcomes. 
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The anal:/;ti6al/2iorpholo^ '^ ;icp.l ap-^ r^oach is also found 
in diffusion research. With this strategy of research, the 
market is viewed as consisting of individuals jToing through 
varies stages in a decision larting process leading to 
adoption or non-adoption of an innovation. 
The tliird objective of the study is to find out that 
how coluur te.levision will he diffuse thethrought the 
entire population after its introductioi 
RBbLAtlQii P-tiOaLDUHB : 
DATA QQ^DLEOTION I'lETffoD : 
The survey in its many forms.,is Mxdely used and well 
known method of acquiring marketing information through 
communicating with-a g/oup of respondents. Informatio]^ is 
obtained from consumers, industrial users, dealers and other 
who are knowledgeable,about the problem at hand, JAs- the present 
problem dea"" s with the market -ootential of colour television, 
the gcoup of respondents is confined to consumers only}. People 
are ar:ked questions throiigh personal interviews, telephone 
int'rviews and by mail questionnaire.- They are aoLed for 
ijiforiiation as either -oart of a self-contained, "one time", sur* 
very or repetitively as Dart of a continuing panel. 
Questioning of respondents i? virtually a necessity 
if one wants to obtain information abput level of knowle^e, 
attitudes, opinions and motivatione or intended bebairifiTi-j*-
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I.f, for example, a "bank was concidering to provide its 
deposi'tors a service of dir.ct rjayaent of utility and credit 
card tillL, the ouly way of detBrminiiirj how much the depositors 
knew about this type of service, their attitudes and opinions 
ahout it, and whethe,r or not they intended to use it, would 
be to ask them. 
Although q[uestioning of res-oondentc is often the most 
efficient 'and economic-il way to obtain information, it requires 
considerable skill and care in application if the information 
is to be of inaj'iiuujn vjuLue. Atleast people will respond with 
that information which they are able to provide. At worst, 
mislead^nc and highly biased information may result. 
Interviews > , in marketing research, ai^ e usually 
classified b-" tvo inaoor charictcrio-.:ice. An interview is 
either structured or unstructured, depending upon a formal 
questionnaire has been formulated and the questions acked in 
a prearranged order. An interview is also direct or indirect, 
as a result of whether the purpose of the questions asked are 
intentionally dis guiscd. Gross classifying these two charac-
teristics provides four different types of interviews. That is, 
an interview may be (i) structured and i^ irect, (ii) Unstructured 
and direct (iii) struct', red an indirect and (iv) Unstructured andj 
Indirect. Types (i) & (ii) are basically objectivjtst' types 
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(iii) and (iv) subjectivist. 
The usual type of interview conducted during a con&umer 
survey to obtain descriptive information is one using a formal 
questioiaiaire consisting of non-disguisod questions, a qiiestio-
nnaire 'designed to "get the facts", i'or example, if the 
marketing research manager of a television set manufacturer 
wants to find out how many and what kinds of people prefer the 
various styles of television cabinets, he may have a set of 
questions drawn up that asks for these facts directly 
The structured direct interview has many diserable 
features." Sjince the questions are formulated in advance, all 
of the required infornation caji be asked for in an orderly used 
systeiaatic fashion. The exact wording of the questions can be 
worked out carefully to reduce the possibility of misunder-
standing, jxnd influencing t'he answer by the P^^^i-^ used. 
can 
Pretexts, also called Pilot interviews,/(and should) be made 
on the questionnarie to discover any problems in the wording 
and/or ordering of questions before the questionnarie is in its 
final foru. 
The same questions are asked each of the respondents in 
the same order. This seirwes to provide Maximum control of the 
interviewing process and to red^ .^ ce the variability in results 
caused by differences in interviewes characteristics. 
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However, Psychologistc hjve long recognised that 
direct questioning of oatients is frequently of little value 
for diagnostic purposes. The patient is usually unable and 
often \mwilling to give accurate answers to direct questions. 
Likewise, it should be noted that there is always the danger 
that people will consciously or unconsciously offer wrong 
answers to prestige questions or to questions ahout why they 
tool: a particular action and similar other questions, To 
solve this -oroDlem, a number oi- techniau. G have been demised 
to obtain inf oi i-iation by indirect means, -^iost of these tech-
niques employ the principle of projection. That is, the subject 
iG i;;,iven a nonpersnaal, ambiguous situation and askgd to 
describe it. She person g_ving the description will tend to 
interpret '^ ®^ situation in terms of his own needs, motives, 
and values. 
The simplest way of obtaining infornation thbough 
indirect questioning of a respondent is to ask for the view of 
a neighbour ant mmamed associa,te, or some other vejcson 
whose views on the subject at hand .^ might reasonably be knwon. 
This permits the res-pondent. to project his own views with 
no feeling of social pressure to give an "accep^ble" 
answer. 
The study on flying performed fo-r a commercisil airline 
is a good example of the use of this technique. When respon-
dents were asked, "are you afraid to fly ?" Tery-f«¥. je»i^ $ie gave 
stny indication of fear. Ihe major rea&ons given for not 
flying were cost and inconvenience of getting to and from 
the airport plus the uacertainity of airline schedxiles during 
the winter due to "bad weather. When, in a follow up study, 
respondents were asked, "Do you think your neighboxir is afraid 
CO fly ?" Most of the neighbours who travelled "hf Boxae other 
method of transportati&n were said to do so "because they yteve 
afraid to fly. 
An early study using a variation of this technique, 
that has come to "be regarded as a classic, is the study by 
Haire on instant coffee. This study was conducted at the 
time (1949)^ that instant coffee was heing introduced. Dhe 
pnrpoae of the study was to determine the motivations of 
consumer toward instant coffee in general and Hescafe, a "brand 
1 
of instant coffee, in particular. 
Interviews of consumers had "been conducted using a 
questionn.aire employing direct questions, imong the questions 
asked were "Do you use instant Cofee ?" and (If"no") what do 
you dislike about it ?" The majority of the unfavouraT?le 
resppnses were of the general content "I don't like the 
flavour". Shis answere was, suspected to be a stereotype rather 
than revealing the true reasons. An indirect approach was, 
therefore, decided upon. 
' ' • < . I l l ' • ' II I I I 1.1 .» [ - I 
1 Mason Haire , "Project ive Techniques in l-'Iarketing Rese^SCtf 
Journal of t larket ing, Vol. 14 (April 1950) pp.649.^ 
656. 
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Two shopping lists were prepared that weireidentical 
in ©very respect except that one contained "Kascafe instant 
Coffee" and the other "i-iaxwell House Coffee/drip grind*" 
These shoppingiists were shown alternately to a smaple of 
100 reepondents, each being unaware of the other list. Each 
suhject was given the following instructions. 
Read the shopping list helow. Try to project yourself 
into the situation as far as possible until you can more or 
less characterize the woman who bought the groceries Then 
write a bcief description of her personality and character. 
Whereirer possible indicate what factors inflvience your 
judgement. 
The results were quite reveaacling jhe description given 
are sumraarized as follows: 
1, 48 percent of the people described the woman who bought 
Nascafe as lazy; 4 percent described the woman who baught 
I'laxwell House as.lazy. 
2. 48 percent of the people discribed the woman who bought 
Uascafe as failing to plan hotisehold purchases and 
schedules wellj 12 percent described the woman who bought 
i'laxwell House this way. 
5. 4 percent described the ilescafe woman as thriftyj i€ per-
cent describe the ilaxwell House woman as thrifty; 12 pc2:-
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cent descri'bed the liascafe woman as spend thrift; 
Zero percent described the i-iaxwell House woman this way. 
4. 16 percent described the Lescafe woman as fiot a good 
wife, Zero percent described'^the ilaxwell woman this 
way; 4 percent described the Nescafe woman as a good 
wife; 16 percent described the tiaxwell House woman as a 
good wife. 
Ihe implications of these findings seen clear.' She 
woman using the instant coffee was characterized as beiug 
lazier, less well organised, more of a spend thrift, and not as 
good a wife as the one using the conventional coffee. These 
imnuted characteristics must have been the result of the 
respondent's projecting their own feelings toward instant 
cofee, in fcheir descriptions of the woman using it. 
bouetiuec, telephone interviews are used in lieu 
of personal interviews, especially when the information must 
be collectfcd quickly and inexpensively and the amount of 
information required is limited. 
Either a structured or an unstructiired interview may 
be held. Sa.nce the amount of information sought is usikally 
well defined, nonconfidential in nature, and limited in 
amount, however virtual.'-y, all telephone interviews are 
structured in natvrce. 
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The telephone interviews has advantages in addition to 
speed and eoonomy. It is frequently easier to get the co-
operation of people over the telephone than in a personal 
interview. Mi executive may be busy with appointment and 
unable to see an interviewer when he makes a personal call 
(if a prior appointment has not been ..ade) but can be reached 
readily by telephone.- Interviews by telephone may also success-
fully be conducted during evening hours, a tiae when' many people 
are reluctiint tw be interviewed personally. 
In view of their advantages, it has been decided to 
use both the above described laethods of data collection i-e-
Personal Interview and 'f&lephonic Interview, for the present 
study to make a survey to acquire marketing information through 
coiiimunieating with a group of respondents. A number of people 
were approached personally and many through telephone in 
order to forecast market potential v.:or colour television. 
SEBEARaH IMSgRUMSHg t 
The researcher has to use or design a reliable research 
> 
instrument to gether the information he is seeking. The 
stirvey method, and to some extent the experimental method, 
Com-.iOnly rely on questioxmaries. 
The construction of good questionnaires calls for 
considerable skill. Bv&ry questionnarie should be pretested 025, 
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a p i l o t sajaple of persone before being used on a large g4al©. 
A comraon er ror occurs in the typet of questions askedi 
the inc lus ion of quest ions tha t can not be answered, or would 
not be answered or need not be answered, and the omission of 
other quest ions tha t should be answered. Bach questions 
should be checked to determine whether i t i s necessary in 
t e r n s of the research o b j e c t i v e s . The form should avoid such 
quest ions t ha t are jjust i n t e r e s t i n g (except for one or two t o 
s t a r t the interviewed on a good bas i s ) because they lengthen 
the time required and t r y the respondent ' s pa t i ence , 
G}he choice of words c a l l s for considerable caas , 'i^ he 
designer should s t r i v e fo r simple, d i r ec t unambiguous ah(3 
unbiased wording. 
Other "does" and "Don'ts" a r i s e in coimection with the 
sequencing of questions in the ques t ionna i re . The lead 
questions should creatfe i n t e r e s t , i f possible open questions 
a re usual ly b e t t e r he re , Biit^lOiiit i. questions or personal 
questions should be used towards, the end' of the interview, 
in order not t o crea te an emotional r eac t i on tha t nay 
affect the subsequent answerec or cause the respondent to 
break off the in te rv iew, 
Por the present study "quest iomiar ie" i s used as a 
research instrument and as i t i s des i rab le a p re tes t ing has 
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been done on a pilot sample of persons iiefore "b^ ing used on a 
large scale. In all, twenty five questionnaires had been 
distributed on a door to door call basis, among the residents 
of different coloiries of Delhi, jDelhi, a metropolitan city 
has been selected for survey puicposes, as priority is 
considered to be given to four najor metropolitan cities,-
Delhi, Bombay, Glacutta and Jullender - for centres when 
colour television is introducedj belonging to different classes 
and income and occupational groups, The questionnaires 
contained .a total of eight qviestions. (see Annexure - I). 
After a careful and strennous study the final questionnaire 
was constructed, The firct six questions - the sixth question 
being included in the 5th itself making it 'a' and 'b' -
unchanged 
remaine(^in the final questionnaire. The personal question 
regarding their home and address has been omitted, as people 
hesitates in disclosing their identity for various reasons, 
moreover it is frivolous too, for the present study; and in 
lieu of the question "what class do you think you belong to" 
people have been asked to furnish their occupations and 
monthly incomes vrhich are of greater significance to the 
objectives of study. In addition, two indirect questions -
question Ho: 7 & -• - have been asked to know their own chances 
of buying a colour television set, though the lang-uage of the 
questions apparently seems as if asking their opinions about 
others (Projective Technique). 
Moreover, a question regarding the present quality of 
I 
tele.viffl|ypn programmes has also been asked in order to check 
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that wfeat is the state of present TY programiaes and if the 
quality is low, can it be possible ta increase the potential 
of colour television by improving the quality of programaes. 
In all, eleven questions have been asked keeping in view 
the objectives of the study as well as the performance of the 
pretested questionnarie (See Annexure - II), 
SAHELIHG PLAN J 
Sampling techniques are playing an increasingly important 
role in narL.eting research. If the collection of all relevant 
information, we.e always possible, the market researcher 
would have no need for sampling techniques. Under these idei^ L 
conditions he could approach any proulem with the potential 
for gaining full and accurate knowledge of the consiquences 
associated with alternative courses of action. Obviously, such 
ideal condition does not exist. To learn about some characters-
tics of missiles in flight, missiles have to be flown; the 
engineer, to gain full knowledge of every missile's perfor-
mance, would end up with a lot of knowledge about-in-^flight 
characteristics and no Oonbatreafl^ y missiles, lByeii.^ in2jCia««©.cid!*re 
knowledge can be gained with out changing the state of i^e 
object being observed, full teiowledge about the object is only 
an approachable idea. 
Sampling is a way of life for all of vja,^ We judge the 
quality of a whole botile of wine by an initial taste, the 
final outcoLie of the world series by reauloo of ea'-^ ly games. 
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and so on. In a nore formal sense, the laarlv^ ting researcher 
may estimate : (a) totcil sales of a new jjroduct hy extrapolation 
of te&t Lio:;:l;et salesj (b) beli-space devoted tc his product 
Ity all su.-ermarkets ftoia a sa-.ple shelf-soace allocation of 
eve :y hundreth food outlet; (c) the br nd switching 
probabilities of all purchasers of canned dog food by a 
panel made up of a few hundred respondents, and so on 
sampling plna ic one of che most impoifent element of 
reseax'Ch design. The s.'jnpling plan answers four questions: 
who is to be surveyed ? jsampliug unit); how many are to be 
surveyed ? (sample size); how are they to be selected ? 
(sampling procedure); and how are they to be reached ? 
(sampling media), 
Perhaps, the basic issue is : who is to b^ surveyed ? 
The propel? sampling unit is not always obvious from the nature 
of the information soiight. In a survey designed to uncover 
attitudes towards breakfast cereals should the primary 
smapling imit be "uhe housewife, the husband, the children or 
some combination of the three 5; Where the roles of investi-
gators, i^ifluencers, deciders, users and/or purchasers are not 
combined in the same person, the researcher must determine 
not oiLuy what inf ormat-ion is needed but also who is mos'5 likely 
to have it. 
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Por the present study, however, the sampling unit is 
selected to "be the person who play major role in purchase 
decision as it is very closely associated to the potential of 
oolo\ir television. 
The' next issue is sample size. Large samples ohviously 
* 
give more reliable results than small samples. However, it is 
mot necessary to sample the entire universe or even a 
substantial part of it to achieve satisfactory precision. 
Samples amounting to less than one percent of the entire 
population can often provide good reliability, given a -Creditable 
sample procedure. In exploratory research very small saiaples 
suffiDfis, iiuch insight about the marketing processes and attitudes 
can be gained from a sample of fevrer than, one himdred 
persons. In motivation research studies,fewer than 
thirty depth, interviews usually suf-Liceto uncover significant 
attitudes. 
For the present study a sample of 400 persons beloiiging to 
different areas of Delhi and representing different classes, 
occu ational and income grouj^ has been taken for the survey 
purposes assuming thao they represent virtually, EULI the 
_-eople'^ s at-citudes of their category, in order to forecast the 
market pottnuial of colour television which can be introduced 
at any tinie, 
Sampling procedure depends upon the research objectives. 
For exploratory research, non probability sampling procedixre 
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may uc adequated. However, t o make an accurate estimate of 
populat ion c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , a random'(prooabi l i ty) sample of 
the populat ion should be draim. Random,sampling allows the 
ca l cu l a t i on of confidence l i ^ i i t s for sampling e r r o r . One 
could say "the chamces are n ine ty - f ive in a hundred tliat the 
i n t e r v a l "5 to 7" boot ies contc.ins the t rue nuiuber of b o t t l e s 
purchased annualy "by the t y p i c a l user of br nd X. 
For the present s tudy, however, i t has been decided to 
approach a raajor part of sample personal ly i . ^ . two hundred and 
f i f t y persons, and the r e s t tiirou^^h te lephone . In the f i r s t 
i n s t ^ c e d i f fe ren t colonies of Delhi were se lec ted covering 
a wide range of a r ea , i'hus sorae of the ques t ionnar ies were 
given exclusi-eely to P i l n D4.stributors whiis ,a few to well 
es tab l i shed Doctors. 2he r e s t of the quest ioniicries were 
d i s t r i b u t e d among randoraly se lec ted houses of choosen colonies 
for the purpose of personal in te rv iew. On the other hand one 
hundred and f i f t y persons were contacted on telephone by picking 
t h e i r names from telepho. e d i r ec to ry randomly, jus t opening 
the pages b;; chance, however avoiding any duplication.- In t h i s 
way the i i i fornat ions have been gathered t o forecas t the market 
p o t e n t i a l of colour t e l e v i s i o i . . 
'Hhe f i n a l i ssue i s sampling method, whether the t a rge t 
populat ion should be reached by te lephone, mail or personal 
intoirviews, Lt has a l ready been well explained, a t tiro e a r l i e r 
places t ha t for the present study personal interviews-, ^& weXl 
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as telephone are used to gather marketing information through 
cpma-unieating with the selected sample of population in order 
to forecast the maket potential of colour television. 
CK&221L1IM 
.^ N_A__L_Y_B_I_S_ A'dR JV^J^J^J^J^^J^J^J^. 
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'jllie iiiorjl; important s t ep in uiaJfLetiii^- researcli procedure 
i s to attempt to ex t rac t meaningful information from the da ta . 
Anyone who hat^  had the experience of amassinsfj data iir-ovs tha t 
fiirthe-f- vorl; has to ho done to divulge underlying magnitudes 
and lattcrno of ascocisition or cr>usality. The f i r s t s tep ie to 
c I cu la t e relevpji t , average and mea'sures of d i spers ion . The , 
seconu s tcn i s to c ros s - t abu la t e the data to -Droduc© useful 
r e l a t i o n s h i p s , I'he thi.-.'d s t ep ic to measu-e co r re l a t ion 
coeff ic ient , . 
'j?he key tu i^hether a -Droduct should be develoi>ed i s 
whether i t w i l l f ind ear ly and su f f i c i en t mariiet acce-otoiice 
to retvirn a s a t i s f a c t o r y p r o f i t . There i s no way to estiiiiate 
future Sales vrith c e r t a i n t y , althoug'4 one can obt--in soae 
helnful benchnarks hy carefulj.y er.araining the \ h i s to ry of 
•orevious (anal.ogous) products and surveying market ODinion, 
ilowever the following a^-'-roachos have been develoi^ed to 
p red ic t s the s - l e s of a •!^roduct. 
1 . H i s t o r i c a l Ana3.pgy Approach. 
2 . lihe iiarket Research Aioproach 
5. The Test i-iar3iet A^'oroach. 
4 . Life <37c2.c A'opi.'oach. 
5 . ^substitution A7Dt>ro-.ch. 
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Por the present study i . e . to predic t the market ' 
p o t e n t i a l of colour Ijfelevision, ' the market research apr^roach 
has been used and for a cross exajaination, in order to check 
on the r e l i a h l l i t y of the f igures ohtaiiied, h i s t o r i c n l analpgy 
approach has a l so been used. 
In a l l 400 ind iv idua ls were decided. to he in terviewed/ 
250 on a Dersoiial door to door c a l l bas i s and 150 on the 
te lephone . Out of these 4OC ' ind iv idua l s 324 KSpiitS have 
beeni-eceived vhich foi^ied the bas is for the research work, as 
out of 150 c a l l s on telephone 50 r e o l i e s have been dropped 
on the pre text t ha t e i her a kid wrs thought to be giving 
answers vrhich vrere not s a t i s f a c t o r y at a l l or the indivi , .ual 
appeared to be biaced, not ftirni.'-ain£^ the required inforiiiation 
in a proper manner. On the other hand out of 250 individuals 
se lec ted to be interviewed personal ly only 224 persons could be 
contacted as the r e s t we.r. not present a t t h e i r homes at the 
time of the c 1 1 . 
wo fnr -as the respondents char- 'Cter ie t ics are concf rned 
the s^L-inle of in terv iewers couprisec of the indiv iduals 
bc.ion,,_n^ to U'lpioer c l a s s , upper middle c l a s s and middle c lass 
in thu incoLiP ^roup of 5000 and a^'ove per month 2000 to 
5000 and 1OOOand 2000 per month. Ocju.mtion wise they can 
be c la s s i f i eL as businrsriaen, servicemen and progessionals i . e . 
Doctorc, Engineers, I'eacher, Exectuivcs e t c . Out of the t o t a l 
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524- individuals, 90 were the bucineB&:^en, 96 were the service-
men and 158 were professionals. The information extracted from 
the data collected can be illustrated as follovjs: 
TA3L.^  1 
BU"bILE^wi-iEj, i.ILL YO.U BUY-A GOLOUil T .V . 
YES M 
82 08 
SER"v IGi'.iiBI-I 72 24 
PROi-bSu.Io-.ALb 111 27 
^OT L 265^ 59_ 
Table 1 rewfealc t h a t i n .nswer t o t h e q u e s t i o n "Will you buy a 
co lour TV" out of 524 a t o t _1 of 255 i . e . 825i indiviclui i lc gave 
af f iriaax ive r e p l y . 
But , ac t h i s seems t o be a la-"ge percentage ' , t 6 f i n d out 
how many would a c t u a l l y bu^-, t h e studj;- made Use of t h e 
q u e s t i o n Eo';7 of t h e r u e s t i o n n a i r e which i s based on p r o j e c t i v e 
tec lmique i . e . ix id i rec t ques t i o r - ing . The fo l l ovdng d a t a was 
c o l l e c t e d . 
TAB:A 2 
Pul i JHA^ EROBABIIi.ITY 
B U u I i U biOj.jlij.i 
SSRVIGEi-Auil 
ER03?i^SSluiiALi;L 
10-20(^4) 
4 
8 
26 
2 0 - 4 0 ( ^ 0 
51 
37 
40 
40-60(>0 60-above(>i) 
29 18 
'25 4 
28 17 
.•6.9 
1.2 
5.9 
$.3 
11.1 
12.6 
U.5 
11.5 
10 
12.6 
2.8 
11.9 
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By t a b l e 2 , i t imp l i ec t h a t i n d l v i o u a l s answering 
10-205* .lsav6 a 1 S^ a piirchase p r o b a u i l i t y , 20-40'/o have a 50^ » 
purchace p r o b a b i l i t y , 40-6o;?'» have a 50^9 purchase p r o b a b i l i t y and 
66- above u^ have a 70?'o piirchase p r o b a b i l i t y , Ai"_d thece -onrchase 
p r o b a b i l i t i e e g i v e s t h e T o l l o v i n ^ fif-^ureG by t a l ' i n g IS!^" as 
• 15 , 50^ a s . 3 , 505i as .5 and 70^ as . 7 . 
(DABLB g PlTiiGxiA ]^:; P ..OBJUBILITY 
BUbli^ilSbiMl 
ElOPiuSi>IOii 'Uji 
Table 3 p r edicts t h a t 37 buci : essinen or 45/<' w i l l ' . .ctually 
•b-ay coloiir TV s e t . S ie i i l . i r ly 27 servicemen ' o r36 .9 / ' ' and 38 
p r o f e s s i c u a l s or 37.5/» w i l l e i n d i i l g e - i n t h e a c t u a l purechase, 
g i v i n g us an over a l l purchane p r o b a b i l i t y of 38.8i/o of 
i i id iv ic lua ls belon^-ing t o the middle c l a s s , u^oper middle c l a s s and 
Upper c l a s s , 
The aboce c r l c u l a t i o n s -oroves t h e h/ ioothocis t h a t 
i n d i v i d u a l s sunning t h e i r Q\m. b u s i n e s s a re mor-e l i k e l y t o 
become p o t e n t i a l cu.s-.jomerc of co lou r TV, as t h e i r pe rcen tage i s 
CL\lc\iIr\ttd t o be t h e h i r -h t s t i n comparicon t o servicemen and 
prof e s s i o i - a l s . 
Assuiain^ t h a t ^57'> of D e l h i ' s p o p u l a t i o n or 91 ,5 ,000 
p e o o l e , ( t he b reak -up of ' D e l h i ' s p o p u l i t i . n i s -
Upper c l a s s - 2^ , upper middle GJ.aas-3?<', middie class-IOJo, 
Upper JLXwer class-20>a. Lower middle c l a s s - 35<,«, and iLower c l a s s 
: - y o - : • 
30^ . bource Delh i AdminiTitrat ion, Bureau OJ.' Economics and 
S t a i i o t i c e , o ld bec re t aa r i a t ) can only a f fo rd t o 'bvcyJEL co lour 
TY s e t , from -she abOTire calc iJ j .a t ions of p-urchace prolDabil i ty i t 
i s mide r - s tood t h a t t h e a c t u a l s a l e s of coloiu:- TV o a t s >; i l l be 
around 2, 91 , 116. 
j ' i g u r e 1 
I n f l e c t i o n 
Poin t 
i i a r ly 
i n n o - M-z-i/p. 
2l/2^>. . ^ 
S - 2 
Ear3..y 
i za jo r i ty 
34 J. 
Late 
i i a j o r i t y 
34 ji 
X 
Inflection 
Point 
Laggards 
165^ , 
X + 
JMEJ1'2 JiK&iiii'ib lEEiiTIi'-iED BY '2im OF ALCs.^ XI i; UJ;', llPV jPi-lv mOT 
(Aa MuOPORilbl. Oi' TCT.i VJHO BV-.L i-'U^i. Y ADOxl^KlOLUCT)., X-IlBAlll^ I.-IE 
FOR AJX)PTI01<. Bvexe t t e J-1, S o g e r s , Diffusiorl of Innovat ions( l lew 
York i^i-ee P r e s s , 1962) , p . 1 6 2 . 
Ho'wevc'r i t should be nu ted t h a t t h i s f i g u r e does not 
r e p r e s e n t bhe a c t u a l s a l e of co lou r t e l e v i s i o n r a t h e r i t r e -
2orecents t h e i n t e n t i o n of p o t e n t i a l customers t o buy a co lour 
t e l e v i s i o n . With t h e la'-"ee of t i :e, t h e a c t u a l s a l e , ;iay de -
c r ea se from t h e c a l c u l a t e d sale .s a s t h e r e i s loZym^lM^ a chance 
t h a t some s i t u a t i o n a l f a c t j 'rs may h inde r or c r e a t e h u r d l e s i n 
t h e a c t u a l purchase d e c i s i n . i )ecrease i n purchas ing power 
:-99-: 
or dispositle income, chaiige in the perceptions of potential 
customer regarding the product that it is not upto thf mark, 
reluctance on the part of inno\rators to buy it for one 
reason ||^  the other, are the factors which can T)lay vital role 
to encumber the -Durch&se decision. 
In accordance with the Figure 1, the folloving will be 
the difiusion process of coloiir television. 
In on© year 2y2?i^:- 7278 
In two years 5.6 :- 16375 
In three years 1372 :- 46578 
In four years 31.80^ :- 92769 
In*five vears 50^ :- 145554 
To checli on the reliabilit ' of the figures obtained from 
the aa ket survey, the historical analogy apiDroach has been used. 
The fiturec for Black and White sales from the year I965 onwards 
were used fco _iro;)ect Salet. in Jhe year following t^ he introductio] 
of colour •!!.¥. 
Given b'low are the total number of Black and Vhite TV 
from 1965 onvardc (cumi.i'ulative fignrec) for Delhi. 
: -100-s 
YBAii 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1 'J12 
1975 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
•20j;il. xIU.Ji.uii Oi-' 3LAGK u V i^il-JB l^ Y 
1541 
4162 
5419 
7005 
11159 
15799 
59255 
60652 
71519 
94042 
106617 
122846 
705075 
248251 
262648 
SOURQ]^  : DLliII iUJiHirio-rRASIv L, BUii^ AU Ox' EOOx.Oi'ilOu 
Ail'D b'iAi'Xbi^xCw, OL'xj ^^ORiiSARIU'i}. 
liovrcvor two ti i in{rs, were bejt iii mind. J?i::st, t h e 
^ -, ^. , , , an<i secondly 
change i n pPpulr.txon which hai3 ijio:.'e -chax- doubled s i n c e 1 9 5 5 ^ 
t h e t i u e t aken f o r the T)roduct to dif±*use t l irough c o c i o t y has 
been j r e a t l y reducc-d because ; 
a) Pocsible mai^ket o u t l e t s have increase by 80^ ;-
b) G-reater pene t ra t ion of a'-V-rtiGiniC; media as T? t i n e 
:-101-; 
f,or advertising has increased from 0 td 85 minutes 
p&r week. 
c) Higher promotion capabilities, 
d) Considerable increa^ ;e in purchasing power and disposable 
income. 
e) Degree of knowledge, aw-^ ,reness and literacy has 
considerably increased. 
Taking;'th^ ice two factors into account poDuliation and 
difiusi n time by using the historical analogy approach or. 
assvuaing that the projection of snl'es for Black oJtid \fnitc TV 
will help us to predict the salec for colour tolevinian 
the following was calculated. 
[M 6 
^m 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
7756 
11440 
56252 
64006 
70280 
P ^ YE. 
GUl#r[mA(DI¥E 
7756 
19196 
75428 
1 39431 
209714 
In order to check the validity of results obtained from 
the laarket survey and the historical analogy approach, the 
present study tried to find out the degree of correlation 
through making use of Karl Pearson's Product Iloment Correlation 
Coefficient, (see Annextife - 3). 
:-102-: 
Karl Pearson's Correlation Coefficient 
r = ^ -XY > air X. g Y 
/ ( s : x^-( r x)^ 1 ^ Y -^(g:Y)^ l 
where 
X =s the s a l e s prediciP^hrough h i s t o r i c a l 
anal05E:y approach in d i f fe ren t years & 
Y = the s a l e s predic ted tlirough the marJiet 
survey in d i f fe ren t y e a r s . 
Y 
7278 
9097 
30203 
46191 
52789 
By putting; the vraues of 2 and Y in to the formula the 
following r e s u l t i s obtained. 
^ = 5072«8 
In 1 St Year 
In 2nd Year 
In 3rd Year 
In 4th Year 
In 5th Year 
7756 
11440 
56232 
64006 
70280 
5546.3462 
= .9146 
The value of r .9146 ind ica tes ' t ha t there i s consider-
able cor?:?elatioii betvreen the two da ta . 
s-105-r 
In order to calculate the likely range'of price the 
following data have been drawn. 
T ^ L E 7 
BUSIiiliiib'i-ic.^. 
ajiS.VICE.iBH 
PROFilSblOLAlu 
UFTO 5000 
•4 
7 
4 
5000-7000 
19 
28 
45 
7 0 0 0 - 9 0 0 0 
53 
20 
46 
yooo-11000 
29 
17 
18 
15 90 ' 96 64 
According to I'a'ble 7, 7000-9000 i c tlie uost l i k e l y lorice 
range wliich the custoiaers v i l l "be ready to give for an indige-
nously produce a GOIOUJ: IT, as out of 255 inti ivi duals who ansirered 
tha t they Wa.ll "buy blie COIOPJ- I'Y, 9^ ^ individurJ.s are ready to 
pay 7000 t o 9000 ?j, per colour TV. as against 15 indiv iduals 
upto 5000, 90 ind iv idua ls 5000-7000 and 64 individuti ls 90OO-
11000. In thi& way tl-e second hrpot l ie t is i s a lsp proved. 
The hz'-'oothecis that in the f i r c t year of i t e in t roduct ion 
a 11ajur 'o:'tion of the colour TV bou^jht vrill he by those people 
v:ho -jurchascd blac^' ana vrhi"ue T'V in the f i r s t triree years of 
i t s i n t roduo t i n cpji be viewed as fol lovrs:-
In 1965,-1966 and I967, 11,122 TV s e t s were l icenced out 
of which eTi^ry t h i r d se t was imported from abroad implying tha t 
7414.sets were purchased i n Delhi in t ha t pericd (source) : Itelhi 
Administrat ion, Bua^eau of Economics and S t a t i s t i c s , Old Secretar-
i o t ) , while our data ind ica te that" 7278 coloxir TV se t s w i l l be 
:-104-: 
bo\;^ ht in -she lirat year of its introduction and these 
individuals are 2y2^ of the total who may be termed as 
innovatio3Ki and here anpliec the theory of Innovation 
proneneqs wjfeii'ch implies, that Tjerson who was an innovator 
for one product would also "be the innovator of other T)Boduci. 
ffONOLU'nilTft HOTE : 
The svirvey conducted, concerning to the present study, 
revealed the fact that the present qualiijy of pro£;ramrjies is not 
gopd as is evident from the replies of interviewee®, yor the 
pu3:pose of example two replies are worth quoting here. When 
one uerson interviewed was asked that how he rate the present 
quality of programme and that will he huy a colour television, 
he answered "just for sund- y featuj?e film and chitrahar, I am 
not i^ joing to buy a colour television", V/iiile another gentleman 
replied that "Just to see Krishi Darshan sort of programmes 
incolour , I am not joing to buv a colour TV." 
These and other r'-plies clearly indicates that the 
quality of progr-'^ iumes- require intensive improvement, much have 
already said about it in previous chapter, - and here a suggestion 
can be mode that in order to increase the market potential for 
colour television the Governm nt must tiike serious steps to 
deal vath the c{uality of -orogramncs GO as to make theig better, 
trj£ing into consideration the feelings of the entire population 
of the .country. 
-AJO-^S^X^UJl^B^-.,!. 
Friends, 
I w i l l be hi£;uly obliged i f you w i l l do me a favoiir by fillin^^ 
t h i s ,form veraciouslj^. 
2hiB quest ionnaire i s for a f e a c i b i l i t y s tud / dealing; with the 
p o t e n t i a l of colopr d l^"lcviaion in our country. 
Shanks 
» 
"Very t r u e l y youro, 
( Arshad £>iddiqui ) 
H.B.A.(Final) 
Uote: This forra should be f i l l e d i n oi.ly by the decis ion maker of the 
f amiJ.y. 
Q.I. Do you own a i'elevicion Tes : Mo 
Q.2. If yes, when did you buy it Year ': 
Q.5. \niat do you con'-ider your ^resent T¥ sot 1. 1 necesssi-
ty 
2. A Luxury 
Item 
Q«4« Have you ever 
a) ^een a coloured TY ? Yes : 
b) Heard about a coloi^ xed 2V ? / Yes • 
Suppose within the next two' yearc our countrfs 
Television Station change over to coloured 
telecast : 
Q.5. Will you buy a coloin?ed t^levioion set ? Yes : , no 
Q,6. If yes, 
a) What io the maximvua 'p-p^oe wliich you are 
ready to pa3^  for an indiginously -produced 
Coloured SV set ? 5000 : 7000 
9000 • 11QOO 
b) Will you sell off' your old 'JV set ^ Yes ; lo 
Q.7. ' Wiat class do you think you belong to ? UPj>ER GLASS 
jxpimi mwJM GXiBs 
rJILDLE GLASS Q.8. Name and Address: 
OJhis above info].-uations w i l l rega in conf iden t ia l and wi l l only h% 
used for -oxirely academic pxrctiose 
-0-0 
fiO 
KG 
Dear SirAladam, 
I s h a l l be h i g h l y o b l i g e d i f 'you w i l l do me a favour by answering 
the f o l l owing q u e s t i o n s . The p r e s e n t survey i s i n connecTion with my 
d i S B e r t r , t i . n worl: on "She P o t e n t i a l of Colour 2¥ i n I n d i a " - A i ' e a s i b i l i t y 
St^idy" r e q u i r e d f o r t h e award of l - laater ' s Degree i n Bus iness A d m i n i s t r a t i o n . 
OJhe in i 'o r i ia t io i . ^ Iven W you i -a i l he kept c o n f i d e n t i a l and w i l l he use 
fo r academic purpose a l o o . 
l^CSB; $ M s form should "be i i J - l e d up by thone who p lay an a c t i v e r o l e i n ' 
purchase d c o i s i o u . 
Ihankin: ; you. 
Yours sincerely, 
(Arshad Siddiqui) 
II.B.A, (i'inal ) 
Q'UBSglQiu.AIIlJJ 
1 . .DO you owi a 27 oet ? l e o / l l o 
2 . I f y e s , when did "you b'Oi^  i t ? 19 
3 . What do you c o n s i d e r your p r e s e n t TV s e t ? a) A n e c e s r i t y 
b) A Imrury Jtein 
4* Have yuu ever heard a) Heard about a co lou r TV 
h) Seen a Colour TV 
5 . S>up-oose w i t h i n n e s t two y e a r s our c o u n t r y ' s t e l e v i s i o n s t a t i o n 
chanje over t o c o l o u r -fcelecastt 
a) V i l l you buy a co lour fV s e t ? Yes/lio 
b) I f y e s , i ) \/hat i s t h e aa;:im.t3m p r i c e 
which you are ready t o pay 
f o r an i n d i g i n o u s l y -^reduced 
co lou r '£V s e t ? 5,000 7,000 
9,000 11,000 
i i ) w i l l you s e l l off your 
old TV s e t ? I e s / i : o 
• 
6. Do you t l i in l ; witli the adveub of co lou r TV 
i n I n d i a , peo-:le v i l l ov i t cb over t o co lour 
from B'ocli ana \<h^te ? l e c / l l o 
7 . I f y e s , wliat lerctnt"!.£;( w i l l -ourchase co lou r TV 
i ) 10 t o 20, i i ) 20 t o 40 , i i i ) 40 t o 60, 
i v ) 60 or above . 
( c o n t d . . , ) 
( v i ) 
8, If colour TVs are introduced, from which income group/ 
groups peoj*le w i l l purchase V 
i ) U-oper c lass (5,000 and above) 
i i ) Upper lELddle Class (2,000 - 5,000) 
d i i ) mddle c l a s s (1,000 - 2,000) 
9. How do you r a t e the qualit-'- of the present TV p-?oeraiimes ? 
i ) ' Bad, 
i i ) S l igh t ly Jiad, 
i i i j Good, 
iv) "Very G-ood 
Yours Occupation 
YotiT incouie 
(per month) 
0-0-0 
(vii) 
J.V, 
The most widely used measure of correlat ion i s the Pearson's 
Product Jonent Oo-efiicient of Correlation. I t ' i s a coefficient 
ranginc from -1 through zero to +1 and iL a me-^ .ciire of the def.-ree of 
l inear association between tv;o var^iablec. A correlation coefficient 
(r) as a l i rge as or larger than +0.80 indicate that there" i s a strong 
positive relat ionship between the var iables . V.'ith an ' r ' value 
between +0.40 and +0.80 indicating; that there i s a moderate-to-high 
positive relat ionship between the var iables . Vihen the 'r* value i s 
r.naller than +0.40, we do not have strong evidence of a relationship 
betv;eeii the tx»xo var iables . If bhe sign of the r coefficient i s 
(-) rather than (+), that i s , iarger value of the dependent 
variables are associated with smaller Value: of the independent 
var iables . 
If the variables are highly correlated i t dues not follow 
that the e;:istenco of causation i s proved. However, if the hypo-
thesis of the causation i s postulated and zero cir non-significant 
correlation coefficient i s obtained, then the hypothesis may be 
rejected with a given probability l eve l . 
Correlation a^alypis aa,y disprove causatioh but i t can 
neve ent irely prove i t . 
r = Govariance ( X.Y ) 
/ jVariance (X) JYariajace (Y) j 
/|nrx^-(rx)^ |nr Y -^(S::Y)^ J 
(viii) 
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